
Department of Environmental Quality

To protect, conserve and enhance the quality of Wyoming's
environment for the benefit of current and future generations.

Dave Freudenthal, John Corra,
Governor Director

July 23, 2010

Mr. John Cash
Lost Creek ISR, LLC
5880 Enterprise Drive, Suite 200
Casper, WY 82609

RE: Lost Creek ISR LLC, In-Situ Recovery (ISR) Permit Application, TFN 4 6/268, 4 th

Round Technical Review Comments

Dear Mr. Cash,

Enclosed please find the fourth round of technical comments to responses which were received by the
Wyoming Department of Environmental Quality - Land Quality Division (WDEQ/LQD) District II Field
Office on June 25, 2010. The June 25, 2010 submittal contained several requests to consider
relegating certain topics to be a condition on the permit. LQD personnel feel that at this stage of the
review process it is premature to consider conditions. Therefore, those topics were addressed like any
other comment. Also, in order to track the status of the comments in this review, the enclosed
spreadsheet (table) is provided.

Please provide responses to the comments in the attached memorandum following the Index Sheet
format and protocol you have followed in the past. Direction to proceed with Second Public Notice will
not be given until the WDEQ/LQD receives a Letter of Application Approval / Concurrence from the
Bureau of Land Management (landowner). That Letter would serve as the required Surface Owner
Consent per W.S. §35-11-406 (b)(xii).

If you have specific questions regarding the enclosed review, it is suggested that you contact the
individual reviewer for clarification. However, please feel free to contact me at (307) 332-3047 with any
questions as well.

Respectfully,

-elissa L. Bautz, P.G.
District II Natural Resources Analyst

w/ enclosures, 4th Round of Technical Comments Memorandum (69 pages, double sided),
Summary/Status of 4 th round comments (2 pages, one double-sided sheet)

Cc Mr. Harold Backer, Ur-Energy USA, 10758 W. Centennial Rd. Suite 200, Littleton, CO 80127 (w/encl)
Mark Newman - BLM Rawlins, P. 0. Box 2407, Rawlins, WY 82301 (w/encl)
Tanya Oxenberg, U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Federal and State Materials and Environmental

Management Programs Uranium Recovery Licensing Branch, Mail Stop T-8F5, Washington, D.C. 20555-0001
(w/encl)

Don McKenzie, Cheyenne WDEQ/LQD-) TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)
Mark Moxley - Lander WDEQ/LQD--> TFN 4 6/268 Lost Creek ISR File (w/encl)
Chron (w/encl)
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Memorandum

File: Lost Creek ISR, LLC Uranium Project, Permit Application, TFN 4 6/268

From: Melissa L. Bautz - WyDEQ/LQD District II Geologist (MLB)
Amy Boyle - WyDEQ/LQD District II Hydrogeologist (AB)
Mark Moxley - WyDEQ/LQD District II Supervisor (MM)
Steve Platt - WyDEQ/LQD District Wildlife Biologist (SP)
Brian R. Wood - WyDEQ/LQD District II Hydrologist (BRW)

Date: July23,2010 4 L

Subject: Fourth round of Technical Review comments onLost Creek ISR Application,
TFN 4 6/268

This memorandum contains the WDEQ Land Quality Division's (LQD's) technical comments on Lost
Creek ISR's (LC's) responses to LQD's prelininary and final technical comments on the above
mentioned application.

The application was originally hand-delivered to the WDEQ/LQD Lander office on December 20, 2007
and it achieved completeness on May 20, 2008. Preliminary technical comments were provided by
Matthew Kunze (LQD Cheyenne) in a memorandum dated August 8, 2008 and by Amy Boyle (LQD
Lander) in a memorandum dated August 26, 2008. Final technical comments were provided by LQD
Lander staff in a memorandum dated January 30, 2009.

Responses to Amy Boyle's 44 comments (August 26, 2008) were received on May 5, 2009. A second
round of comments was sent to LC on June 19, 2009. Eighteen of the original comments were resolved,
and two new comments were generated as part of that review.

On October 19, 2009, LC submitted responses to the final technical comments (those cited in the January
30, 2009 memo). In a review memorandum dated November 20, 2009, LQD provided a review of those
responses. On February 25, 2010, LC personnel hand delivered their most recent responses to LQD's
comments to date. That is, the February 25, 2010 submittal included responses to the following:

1. Second round of technical comments from LQD's January 30, 2009 Technical Review of the
entire Permit; and

2. Third round of technical comments from Amy Boyle's August 26, 2008 Technical Review of
Appendices D5 and D6.

LQD provided the third round of technical comments on the February 25, 2010 submittal under cover
letter dated March 26, 2010. In a meeting among LC and LQD personnel on May 6, 2010, it was agreed
that several comments that occurred in the Mine Unit 1 (MUl) review should be moved to the Main
Permit review (this review). Based on that conclusion, LC included several responses formerly handled
under the MUl review in their responses to comments received at the LQD Lander office on June 25,
2010. Below is LQD's review of the June 25, 2010 submittal; that is, the fourth round of technical
comments is presented below. The format used in LC's June 25, 2010 correspondence has been used. It
preserves the original comment number from applicable LQD reviews. However, items that are deemed
"resolved" based on this (fourth) round of comments have had the historical/background comments
dropped.

F:DIVISION\EVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\Main PermiitReviewTFN4-6-268\4th-round tech-
review\LC 4th Round Review July 2010 FINAL.docx



Lost Creek ISR, TFN 4 6/268
4th round of review comments
July 23, 2010 - Page 2 of 69

APPENDIX D-5 (GEOLOGY) - AUGUST 2008 - LQD REVIEW OF APPENDICES D5 AND
D6 OF THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

D5-4) LQD (86/)8 - Plates D5-la - D5-1e. These plates provide one generalized and several
detailed geologic cross sections down the centerline of the ore body, and across the
centerline of the ore body. In addition, Figure D5-2a provides a very generalized geologic
cross section across the northern portion of the permit area. LQD Non-Coal Rules, Chapter
I], S&ction. 3(a)(viii) requires cross sections that show geologic features within the entire
permit area, and how they relate to the production zone. Extending cross sections F, G, and
H to the boundaiies of the permit area with aniy available:drill hole data, will help to
provide this information.:

LC ISR, LLC (4/09) - The cross sections have been updated with the information from new
borings and wells completed in 2008. As noted on the Index Sheet for the.changes to
Appendix D-5, Plates D5-lb through D5-le have been replaced, 'and two new plates (Plates
D5-lf and D5-1g) have been added. The references in the text to these plates have also been
updated.

b) LQD (.6/09 - The piezometric surfaces are- indicated for the DE, LFG, HJ and UKM
aq'ifers, though it is not clear if there are any monitoring wells on the cross sections
from which the' water tables were derived['Plkage designate cny monitoring wells on the
'cIross secItio'n, and indicae their scr'eened NizteiVals aind'wate& levels with- date.

LC ISR, LLC: (11/09) -A reference to the 'cfoss-sections landarinexplanation of how the
potentiometri surfaces were projected'onto the cross-sections has-been added to.D6.5.2.2
(Potentiomnetric Surface, Groundwater Flow Direction'and Hydraulic Gradient). -

(LD 12/09) -'A's stated pr'eviously, the cross section should indicate where specific
groundwater elevation datai is av'ailcbl'e from monitoring wells, and ifthe-data points are
close enough it can be extrapolated, otherwise projecting a potentiometric surface across'an entire cross section could be misrepiesentative.;For example,. on Plate D5-1e, cross
section F-F', there are two clusterý of monitoring wells that fall on the cross section yet
are not indicated. Wells MB-01, MB-02, MB-03A, cindMB04 lay in a cluster
approximately 312feet south of the North Fault. There is no groundwater data north of
the fault yet the cross section assumes that the water level across the fault is consistent.

'Similarly, there is a well cluster (LC21M, LC22M, LC23M, :and LC30M approximately250feet south of the Lost Creek Fault (Subsidiary) yet thesi. owells are.also not indicated
* on the cross section. The potentiometric surface is'projected on'the cross section, an

additional 1.5+ miles to the south, with no data available.- Granted, the surfaces appear
as dashed lines or implied, however, please add the known groundwater elevations on the

F:\DIVISION\EVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\MainPermitReview-TFN4-6-268\4th-round tech--
review\LC 4th Round Review. July 2010_FINAL.docx
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Lost Creek ISR, TFN 4 6/268
4t' round of review comments
July 23, 2010 - Page 3 of 69

cross section for each available monitoring well, and indicate the screened interval and
the date for the water elevation. Extrapolation should be limited to those areas on.the
cross sections where there is enough data available. Please also revise Section D5.2 by
deleting the statement that "Depiction of these (potentiometric) su!faces on the cross
sections were generated by tracking the intersection of the plane of the cross, section
profile with potentiometric contours plotted for the given horizons.

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) -, The original focus of the cross sections was to provide information
on the strati.graphy in the Permit Area, so no monitodr wells were inclhded'on 'the cross-
sections. Illustrationof~water.1eels onthe cross sections was requested by NRC (see LC
ISR, LLC's December 2008 Response to NRC's November 2008"Commnent #2 on
Section 2.7.2 of the Technical Report) and subsequently included in documents submitted
to WDEQ-LQD for :consistency., The. location of monitor wells with relation to cross
sections is shown on Plate D5-3, ,'General Location Map.-Geology'. The data requested
to be illustrated,, from. adjacent monitor wells. [water elevations, screened intervals,
measurement dates] is avai!.able :in tables, appendices and Completion Logs elsewhere in
the application therefore LC ISR, LLC does not believe that adding this specific
information onto the cross sections is necessary.

Addi~tionally, as with the potentiometric surface. contour maps (Figures D6-1 1 e through
1 lh),thbe potentiometric surfaceswhich are,ilustratedon the ,cross sections- re generated
from raw data ,cpliected- ftpon,,lhe, monitqr,oei s.,.'he metof projectingi tfis data onto
the cross'-sectipnsl§ is explained i. #ti etatement2 '.yDepictrio of these (potentiometric)
surfaces on the cross sections were generated by'iracking the intersection of the plane of

,the , cyos~s..speptron profile ,,wth .the.:-potentiQmetric contours,, plotted for, the given
'•horizons.. Y ,-Where monjitor wells al;, in close proximity, to thdeplane of a crbss section,
this projection can be: considered, reasonably. accurate. In .regions of sparse data, the
projection of the potentiometric surface can be considered more interpretive. In either
case, the potentiometric, surfaces illustrated on the cQoss sections canbe considered as
-valid and:accurate as thosedepicted onth puotentiomet ic surface contour maps.

The DEQ comment stating that "There is no, groWndavdata nort 'Of the northern fault,
yet the cross s*e~ction [F-F'] assumes that'the water level is consistent." ,makes a valid
point: Therefore, CrQss-Section F-F' has been revised by, reinqving, the potentiometric
surfaces as shown north of the fault. . , ,

LQD (3/10) - Specific-water level elevations were not provided, as LC does not believe
it to be necessary, yet :if~there are precise points along a cross section where specific
information is known,,then that information should be on the cross section, and not an
interpolation frnm.ja potentiometric surface map.. Since the scale of the cross sections
would not easily. incorporate the monitoring wells and their screened, intervals, please add
a note and/or sticker to the legends which indicates that the potentiometric surfaces are

F:\DIVIS'IOMEVERYONETLO'ST CREEK REVIEW\Main Pe mnit Review- TFN4-6-268\4th-roundtech-
review\LC 4th Round Review July 2010_FINAL.docx . .



Lost Creek ISR, TFN 4 6/268
4"' round of review comments
July 23, 2010 - Page 4 of 69

interpolated from the regional potentiometric surface map, and not based onreal data
points along the cross sections. In closer examination of trying to correlate known
groundwater elevations, there is a significant discrepancy on Plate D5-ie, the F-F,' cross
section. It shows the DE potentiometric surface at approximately 6750 ft., yet Figure D6-
l Ie, the DE Potentiometric Surface Map shows the water level in nearby monitoring well
MB-I as 6,853 ft., a 100 ft. difference. In attempting to find the correct elevation of the
water table in MB-01 it was noted that the MB well water elevations were not provided
on Table D6-6. Please revise this Table to include the MB wells. However, when
looking at the completion log for MB-01 it appears that the water elevation should read
6,752.9 and it is most likely that Figure D671 le needs to be corrected. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The explanation that the piezometric surfaces shown on the cross-
sections (Plates D5-la through D5-1g) are based on interpolation from regional monitor
wells (and not from the drill holes shown on the cross sections) will be added to the
cross-sections in conjunction with the changes requested in Comment D5 #4(c).

The water level for well MBý-i in Figure D6- le has been corrected.

Table D6-6 was revised to include the available water level data for the MB wells, and
the revised tablewas submitted to LQD in May 2010. Three quarters of data are
currently available, and the table will be updated once the fourth quarter of data is
collected.

LoD (7/10) - Item unresolved. Stickers fbr. lates D5-Ia through D5-1g, which indicate
that the potentiometric surface shown.on the cross sections is based on interpolation and
not the drill holes shown,-_are to be pro'vi'dedI Ad. updated Table D6.6 will be submitted
once all of the wells have four quarters w6rth of bas1ine mnonitoring data. A revised

Figure D6-1 le was provided with the cbrrection to the water elevation iniMB-1. (AB)

c) LQD (6/09) - Additionalfadlits are'indicated on Mhe north/south trending cross sections.
Please add these faults to the map kay, as well aswithin the discussion-bf Section D5.2.2
the permit document' In addition, these faults should be indicated on all maps where the
Lost Creek Fault is included, if they fall within the scale of the map.

LC ISR, LLC (11/09) 2 The text -in Section D5.2.2 (Structure) has been replaced to
:discuss the newly identified faults, and the location of all the faults are illustrated on a

new map as Pl~teD5-3 (General Location Map - Geology).-

(LQD 12/09) - Plate D5-'3 has been added and indicates 'the location of the other known
faults in the permit area. The text states that the southern fault's downthrown block is on
the north side, yet Plate D5-3 indicates that the downthrown block is to the south. Please
correct this deficiency. As requested previously, any map (e.g. Plates D5-2a through D5-

F:\DIVISION\EVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEWWMain Permit Review TFN4-6-268\4th-round tech-.
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Lost Creek ISR, TFN 4 6/268

4th round of review comments
July 23, 2010 - Page 5 of 69

2d) which showed the location of the Lost Creek Fault needs to be revised to indicate the
updated version of the multiplefauli: locations within those maps. The permit area
template within the map legends will aýlso need to be revised to include the additional

fault locations.

LC ISR, LLC(2/10) - Plate D5-3 has been revised to show that the downthroWn block is
on the north side of the "'South Fault".

Pursuant to discussibnsý in" the Febrfu'ir&, 3, -2010 phone call between Melissa Bautz
(WDEQ-LQD) and'Jolh Cash (LC. IS*R, LLC), only Plates D5-2'a. through 'D5-2d have
been revised to include the multiple fault locations.

LQD (3/10) - Plates D5-2a - D5-2d which ajetihe isopach mapshavebeen updated to
indicate the locations of all of the known fa'ults. However, the Plates, presenting the cross
sections (Plates D5-1 a through'D5-1 g)iil also need'to be revised to indicate-the
additional fault locations on the cross section and on the reference maps.

* Plate D5-1 a, which dates back to the December 2007 submittal, needs to be
revised. The, cross section A-A' crosses the fault six times, but only three fault' crossings are indicated on the! cross:section.

" Plate D57lb which indicates Crok Section BWC crosses the Lost Creek Subsidiary
fault twice, 'ht the crss seItonI o'n1 .indicates that it cr6sseý the fault once.

• Plate D5-1c, Cross Section C-D crosses the Lost Creek Subsidiary-Faut and the
Lost Creek Fault, b~ut only;, shows th. Lost •Creek Fault displacement.

* PlateD,5.1d &Cro'ss'S'eitin -E " crosses the"LJost Cfieek-fault iyd the'ýinter fault
only indicates thedispel•Ceinen t fth& LostCrekFault "

* lt:D4~m e to be revisei rb abo ,and- the. PlateD5l ayeeto ,b _ eedin response to Commentib, abo'e,
,reference map shouldb• updated at that tii.e to in 11ide all of the fault locations.

* The geologic cross section maps D5-if and D5-1g, do not requiie rev'ision due to
the faults,.but.do include a refer.ence, map which does not include the new fault
locations. For. thesecross,:sections, please add a sticker to the reference'map,

which-refers the reader to Plate D5 3. for cross section locations.i(AB)
4\ •4 ' : . . • ,, , -••. . .

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) -The changes requested above for Plates D5-2a through D5-2e will
be forthcoming in the. near future, once they are .complete, The requested stickers for
Plates P5-1f and D5-lg (for the reference map and.the note about the' source of the
potentiometric surface information, [Comment D5 #4(b)] will also be ýent at that time.

LQD (7/10) .Item unresolved. Changes requested to Plates D5r2a through D5-2e are
said to be forthcoming. (AB)

FADIVBlON\EVERYONE\LbST CREEK REVIEWWain-Pen-n'it-Review- TFN , 4-6-268\4tli-round-tech-
review\LC 4th Round Review July 2010-FINAL.docx
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D5-12) LOD (7/10) - This item is resolved. A sentence was added to the text in Section
D5.2.1 clarifying that an aquitard thickness of five feet has a six inch margin of error given
interpretation of geophysical logs. Therefore the thinnest known thickness of the Lost Creek
and SagE Brush Shales is 4.5 feet. (AB)

D5-13) LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - As agreed upon during the February 25, 2010 meeting between LC
ISR, LLC and LQD, Figure OP-2a and Plate OP-1 were revised to show the location of the
proposed Mine Unit 1 Pattern Area As proposed pattern areas for Mine Units 2 through 6
are developed, this figure and this plate will .be updated with the proposed areas, rather than
the conceptual areas currently shown for those mine units, However, updating of all figures
and maps in the application to show proposed yersus conceptual mine Unit boundaries would

not be required ;because of the additional detail provided on maps in the mine unit
applications. For example,, Plate MUl 5-1 of.the Mine Unit 1 Application shows the
proposed Mine Unit 1 Pattern Area in relation to historic drill holes. (See also Comments
OP #11 and MI11-27.)

LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved, based on the above response by LC. (AB)

*******THIS CONCLUDES COMMENTS ON APPENDIX D-5*********

APPENDIX D-6 (HYDROLOGY) - AUGUST 2008 - LQD•REVIEW OF. APPENDICES D5
AND'D6 OF THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT,.

D6-14) LOD (8d/08 - Section D-6. Detailed stratigraphic and well completion logs should be
jprovided within the permit dbcument for all monTitbring wells. -It is preferable if this
information can be compiled on one log form. Notation .6f each horizonI within the
stratigraphic column would also be helpful. LQD Guideline .8, Appendix 5 describes the
informnition to be included for each well.

LC ISR,. LLC (4/09) A new attachment has been added with the well comlnetion logs for
the permit area monito'ing wells. The* existing Attachment D6-3 (Groundwater Quality
Laboratory Results) has been renumbered to Attachment D6-4, and' the title page and CD
changed. Attachment D6-3 is now titled Well Completion Logs. A list of the wells for
which logs are included in the attachmeiit is at the beginning. of the attachment.

Cross references to the new attachment have been added at the end of Section D6.2.2 and in
Attachment D6-2a (Comment #44). Because of the size of the new Attachment, D6-3 (Well
Completion Logs), Volume 3 of the application has been separated into Volume 3a, which
contains all of Appendix D6 through Attachment D6-2b, and Volume 3b, which contains
Attachments D6-3 and D6-4.

F:DIVISIONMEVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\Main Permit ReviewTFN4-6-268\4th-round tech-
review\LC 4th Round Review July 20!0_FINAL.docx
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Lost Creek ISR, TFN 4 6/268
4thround of review comments
July 23, 2010 - Page 7 of 69

_LOD (6/09)- The following comments have been generated froiri a review of the well logs:

e) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. Well development records were located for
LC21M and LC27M, and this information was added to revised completion logs for those
wells. (AB)

i) LOD (6/09) - There are many, wells whehe there is additional foota~ge betwveen the base of
the well screen and'the bottom "of the hole,' yet it is not indicated on the' well diagram (e.g.
LC29M, MBOl, MBO.7, MBIO, HJMO-105, HJMO-106, "HJMO-1 12, HJMO-] 13, MB-02,
'MB-05, MB-08, HJMP-101, HJMP-102,"HJMP -109, HJT-I02, MB-06, MBI-09, HJMU-105,
HJMU-]]3, HJMU-j]4, UKMP-102;' UkMP-M03, MB-04, UKMU-I0l, UKMU-103).
Please indicate on the schematic if the boring caved into this level, if there is a sump
below the screen, or if it is an open hole.

LC ISR, LLC (11/09) - Notes on the well completion logs have been added at the
beginning of Attachment D6-3.

(LQD 12/09) - LC added a page qt the beginning of Atta.chment D6-3 to explain some of
the drill log discrepancies. T)he page is tiiled "Notes on the Well Completion Logs in
Attachment D6-3 ',. In the firsýLp'aragi•apti, elease explain infuirther detail the penetration
into the EF shale at wells MB-1 andM. 5pefically),Wfqr flt the. shaie did each

drill hole penetrate, and what is the approximate thickness of the shale at the location.

LC ISR, .LLC_.2/IO).- The. ' patitled 'Nteson the' Well Completii 'Logs in
Aahfent D6 s"Pabeen -if th . . 'Attachmet63"a pdated ithth requested information.

LOD (3/10) - Disussion regarding an additional shale layer hel6W the EF shale at MB-
01 was provided, yet no discussion regarding the potenti'ai'ofM' 8_07 penietfaiing the EF
was proyided. Please specifically discuss MB-07. In addition, in the discussion, please
note how far these wells may.have penetrated into the EF 'shale; and what the. thickness of

the EF shale was at these locations. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - A detailed review of the strdtigraphy of welilMB-7 indi"cates that
the EF shale had been improperly fully penetrated by the pilot hole. LC ISR,:LLC has no
records to indicate that the rat-hole below.the well screen has been back-plugged.
Although well MB-07 has insufficient ,water to sample, it is impoi-tant that the well's
completion is correct. Therefore, LC ISR, .LLC will pull the screen' did ba6k-plug the
rat-hole with grout and then re-set the screen. Water levels will cdntinue to be collected
to see if sufficient water is available for well development and sampling. If sufficient
water is available, the well will be sampling in accordance with the standard pres~nted in
the Operations Plan.

F:\DIVISIOR\EVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\Main Permit .Review TFN4-6-268\4th-round tech-
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Lost Creek ISR, TFN 4 6/268
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LOD (7/10) Item unresolved. There were no records to indicate that the rat hole at the
bottom of MB-07 was backfilled, therefore this monitoring well may be penetrating
below the EF Shale. Lost Creek is committed to pull the screen and back plug the rat
hole. Depending on the water quality and quantity after this effort, new baseline may be
required. (AB)

D6-16) LQD (8/08) -Figure D6-27a, Piper Diagram - Average Water Quality at Individual
Monitoring Wells. The legend designates which well is represented by which symbol, and the
wells are grouped by color, yet it does not indicate which horizon the wells are monitoring.
Please add the horizon noted by each color. (The colors are not consistent with which formation
they represent, i.e. other Figures use green to indicate the DE horizon wells, whereas the Piper
diagrams use red).

LC ISR, LLC (4/09) - The figure has been revised to clearly indicate which horizon each
well is monitoring.

LOD (6/09) - There are 2 7 baseline monitoring wells, yet the two Piper Diagrams are only,
based on data from 17 wells. Please add the additional baseline information to the diagram,
or provide an explanation as to why certain wells were not included.

LC ISR,. LLC ,(11/09) - Data from the MB :wells is still being ,collected so the Piper
Diagrams 'have not been updated. The firstround of sampling results from the MB wells
have been received: and inserted-into.Table :D6-15a.. "Once all of-the data is received the
Piper Diagrams will be updated. Please note that the order of the entries in Table D6-15a
has also. been updated, which is intended to make review and reference easier. Before, the
table was grouped first by type of parame6ter (e.g., major cationis' an'd anions,' radionu&clides,
and so forth) and then by completiond interval. The table is now grouped by completion
interval and then by type of parameter.

LQD'(12/09) - The diagrams will be updated once the data becomes available.' This
comment will remain open until that time; In addition, Comments 35, 36; and 37 have been
dropped and are noted here. Table D6-15a and Section D6.4.2.2 will, also need to be updated
when the 2009 groundwater monitoring data is finalized and incorporated into the permit.

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - The diagrams, tables, and text will be updated once the data is
available.

_LQD(3/l Q) - Revisions are pending availability of new data. (AB)

F:\DIVISIONMEVERYONE\LOST CREEK REVIEW\Main Permit Review TFN4-6-268\4th-round tech-
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LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - LC ISR, LLC continues to collect chemistry data from the MB wells
on a quarterly basis., (Three quarters have been collected to -date). LC .ISR, LLC requests
that this item be included as a condition of the Permit to Mine and toward that end suggests
the following language:

"The Permittee may not initiate injection of mining solutions until such time
that a complete year of quarterly ground water samples have been collected
from regional monitor, wells MB I 2, 23,,4, 5;86,'8 and 9'and the resulting

chemistry:is iiiduded,ein Table D6-, f5a, the'Piper Diagrams in Figures D6_27a
and b,'and the text "ii S&..i.. w6.4.2.2...?

LOD (7110) - Item unresolved. The updated.Piper Diagrams are awaiting the final quarter
of sampling for the MB wells. Lost Creek has requested that the submittal ofthis
information be addressed through a Permit Condition, and have provided draft language.
The Division will not issue a permit condition as-the -final round of sampling and analysis
should be complete, and the final Piper Diagrams should be submitted. "(AB)

FEBRUARY 2010 -.LQD COMMENTS, ON THE'MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, RELEVANT TO
THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT-,

MU1-!3) L0DJ (7/10) -This'item isrs61vAd. Thble D6-1l";as revisd to list 'the•
. .Traf {sgixity'unThl~l oth-'gd/ft~arfddft2:/dtay. JIr•a'ddition, the:vertical conductivity
-units, aro 1i'hted 'minboth.US (ftfday).hiid 4metric,(cci/sec) (AB): .

* .*.*THIS CONCLUDES COMMENTS (INITIATED IN FEBRUARY 2010) ON THE MU-I PACKAGE
RELEVANT TO THE MAIN PERMIT*

OPERATIONSiPLAN - JANUARY 2009.- LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT.DOCUMENT

OP-9) L'OD (1/09) '- Plate OP-J: The'pond designs are unacceptable for several reasons
including, but not limited to the following:

> No location map was provided; Plate OP ] is not considered a location map as it is of
unacceptable scale and is not tied to any coordinate system;
No contour interval is provided on schematics;

> No description or detail as to what part of the pond is above and below existing grade;
> No details concerning the piping.system for the supply ofwater to the ponds and transfer

of water between ponds;
> No specifications concerning seaming of the liner system and QA/QC procedures to be

employed to evaluate the seaming; and
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Pond sizing calculations to address evaporative loss, inflows, etc. under a variety of
* conditions to demonstrate that adequate redundancy in disposal exists.

Please present a complete set of designs and specifications for the two proposed ponds.
(BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Plate OP-1 has been updated and revised to show the Plant and pond
locations relative to the Permit Area as a whole. Plate OP-2 has been added to show more
detail in the area of the ponds, including -topographic, contours. Design details for the ponds
are included in Attachment OP-A6 to the Operations Plan. The two reports in. the attachment
are "Design Report, Ponds 1 & 2", dated January 2009, and "Technical Specificatiori", dated
April 2008, both by. Western States Mining Consultants. Appendix B of the Design Report
provides the results of the geotechnical investigation at the proposed pond location
("Subsurface Exploration and Geotechnical Engineering Report" by Inberg Miller Engineers
dated September 2008).

The storage ponds will be filled from the plant waste water tank(s) via a buried line except
where it is above grade to cross the storage pond embankment. The storage pond fluid will
be transferred between Ponds 1 and 2 by above grade transfer pumps and piping with
suctions in the storage pond fluid. Fluid will be transferred back to the waste water tank(s)
for disposal via the same methods.

The primary purpose of the'storage ponds is to allow for maintenance of the disposal wells
.not for evaporation of waste water,. (The "Operations Plan, Sections,,OP 2.9.4 and'OP 5.2.3.1
detail that purpose.) Therefore, evaporative loss is- notfinrcluded in th'e water balance
calculatiqns, .and any. evaporative losses, will, simply enhance the, disposal capacity of the
waste. water system, See Figures OP-5a through 0P-¾5f fow water balance-dagrams..
Pond sizingwas basedon aormal maintenance or e fthe disposal wells,

siin axyais aitnaceo testinfg schedule o h
or two weeks of 1% bleed from the production stream at maximum design capacity (6,000
gpm). .. .

Single Pond Capacity 1% x 6000 gpm x 1440 min/day x 14 days'
1209, 600 gallons / 7.48 gal/cu..ft.
161,711 cubic feet'

Pond Flui~d D'pth= 161711 cu. ft. / (160 ft. wide x 260 ft. long)
=.3.9 feet deep

The ponds are redundant in capacity allowing for maintenance of the ponds in the event of a
liner problem.
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LOD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. The original comment stated that the pond designs
were not acceptable for several reasons, but not limited to several items identified above.
The proposed designs do not meet the criteria as outlined in 40 CFR 264, SubPart K (see
attached). In addition, no details were provided concerning QA/QC criteria that wouldbe
used to evaluate seam quality, only that a factory representative would be on hand. Please
make the appropriate revisions to the designs. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) Ifis unclear what WDEQ-LQD's• dutlriiy is to regulate pond-design
under 40 CFR 264, Shibpart K, especially siricý6this portion of regulations applies onl i to the
storage of hazardous waste arid "1ibt t6 i 1 (2) db•,pidti material; pursuant to the RCRA
Beville Amendmeht. Noir did the reviweret specify withwhat portion- oftthe cited regulation
the pond design does not comport. Noethleless," A ttachmeInt OP27:.has been revised to
include a new Pond Design Report, Techniecal'Specifications, slope stability calculations,
and engineering !drawings. The Technical Specifications address the ASTM Standards that
will be used for QA/QC of the liner installation.

LQD (3/10) - Response not acceptable. Thank' 'you for revising the design specification
regarding the storage ponds. The reviewer ;inderstands that 'he design sheets provided are

limited in terms of as there is ýinsuffici•ht detail for 'bidding as' Cell'as guidance for
conistruction. However, in the reviewer's opinon thedetail prbvided on- Phe design sheets is
a little too limited. For example, there is no indication as' to where` and how the liners are
tied, into the embankment, no indication of three feet of sub-excavation to install aprescnt layhnerna tee-r w K t'0 7 cnmsec or leAss) and no indicatin of
the cutoff key depti.h Please niTake sth'eppriate rewsinsto"the desigtA sheets. (BRW)

LC ISR. LLC (6/i0') kittachirietit'"P7 -details the Construction spec:ficatioiis for the Lost

Creek sfor'"'e ponds.: SectibnrTS-3.3.4 ýii• Report"0802 (Lost Creek ISR- Ponds 1&2,
Technical Specifications) details the foundation preparation, and Figure 0802.103 R2
details the liner key loc'tion and depthý (5edeepand1`0 'feet wideo atthle bas ...

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. LC's response references a Figure 0802.103 -
Revision 2. No additional material concerning pond design was included in the June 2010
submission. Reviewing the previously submitte'd nkateial (Marchi 2010), tJue 21awing

presently found in the application is labeled Figute 08102:1 103 - Revision 1. The reviewer has
checked all superseded materials to ensure "there was not an error during the insertion
process; no drawing identified as Figure 0802.103 - Revision 2 was located. Therefore, it is
assumed that LC inadVertently subniitted the wvrong dfawihg with the March' 2010
submission. Please see the reviewer's previous comment-response. and provide the requested
information. (BRW) . .
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OP-11) LQD (7/10). This item is resolved. Figure OP-2aand Plate OP-1 are titled Site
Layout, yet the Mine Unit boundaries are considered Conceptual and noted as such in .the
Legend. Section OP1.1, paragraph 6 was revised to reference both Figure OP-2a and Plate
OP-1. (AB)

OP-19) LQD (7/10) - Item is resolved. Sediment and erosion' control will be part of
WDEQ/LQD inspections. If problems are noted at the outfall of this ditch LC will.be
directed to install some type of energy dissipation device. LC's response indicates that
approximately one-inch of water could impound against the north embankment of the north
surge pond. The reviewer is unclear how this, depth was calculated as no basis for the
estimate was provided. Nevertheless, the reviewer is willing to accept LC'sresponse and
leave this issue as an inspection item. (BRW)

OP-23) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. LC has revised the text as requested. (BRW)

OP-29) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The updated version of Figure OP-2a and the
sticker that reads "Primary Access Road" to be placed over the text that reads "Main Access
Road" on Plate OP-1 adequately addresses this, reviewer's concerns regarding consistency
among road terminology. (MLB)

OP-36) LOD (1/09)- Section OP 2.8.1.3, Fencing and Screening. As wvdter in" the ponds becomes
concentrateId Over time, it is likely, that scree.ing i will be required: US Fiih'and Wildlife
Service (USFWS) and Wyoming Game and F'ish (WG&.F) should beconsulted regarding the
ponds and their requirements. Pond sampling schedule, the type of analysiIs 'to 'be performed,
and screen design should. all be presented in the Operations Plan. (AB) ...

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Table OP-5 includes the anticipated wýater quality in the p'bnd, and
Section OP 1.3.3 of Attachment OP-6"discusses the ponid water quality relative 'to wildlife.
Because the ponds are not evaporation p'onds and because the Wý'ier in the pond will be
replaced periodically,, the parameter concentrations are not anticipated to increase as would
the concentrations in an evaporation pond. The. pond sampling Parameters and schedule are
discussed in Section OP 2.9.4. As noted in the Response to Comment V5, OP#54, a copy of
Attachment OP-6 will be sent to WGFD and USFWS for review.

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. Pond sampling schedule and the parameters to be
monitored were provided in Section OP2.9.4. However, the need for any deterrents to birds
landing on the pond's and ingesting the water is under review of WGFD and USFWS. This
comment will remaili unresolved pending the 'eview of WGFD and USFWS. (AB)
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LC ISR, LLC (2/10) The permit application Will be updated as necessary inresponse to the
WGFD'and USFWS comments.

LQD (3/10) - Response not acceptable. FWS issued comments dated 12/18/09 expressing
concerns about selenium and waste Water disposal (i.e., land application vs. deep well
disposal) and the.potential for bioaccumulation in terrestrial and aquatic flora'and fauna. LC
should address these concerns in the permitdocument. (SP for AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The USFW comments have been received and LC ISR, LLC is .waiting
for comments from the WGFD ivhich shuld 'be forthcoming after the Governor issues a

second Executive Order pertaining to the establishmen1t of sage grouse core areas.

LQD (7/10) - Item is unresolved. The LQD will wait for an updated response to this
comment from Lost Creek. (MLB for SP).

OP-44) LOD (1/09)- Section. OP 2.8 Wildlife Monitoring. Only monitoring of raptors and sage
grouse. is listed, yet vertebrates are also required to be monitored. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - The Wildlife Monitoring Plan is presented 'in Attachiment OP-6
Section 2.0. LC ISR, LLC cOmmits to monitoring: big game; sage grouse/upland birds;
raptors; Migratory Birds of High Federal Interest; and lagomoilhs (ia prey'-abundance for
raptors, Section 1.2.3). When completing other wildlife surveys, incidental observations of
federa y listed Threatened" and pEaiagerlSi3ecies .ion-gai maminalg, *rion-game birds,
and .reptiles and a ia , ,,made and 'these will be Simaized in the

Annual Report.. ... .

LOD (11/09) - Response not acceptabl6. Attachunent 'OP-6, Wildlife Protection Plan and
Wildlife Monitoring Plan has been added to the permit. Big game (pronghorn), lagomorphs,
raptor, sage grquseIan'migrat~iy birds are all included'as part of the monitoring'plan. This

~'pla hasbeen s nbmigre t'oi bird'F s'~eal'nplansubmitted to USFWS and* WGFD and the permit Will need to 'include their.
.. recommendationis. The 'rricnitoring will need to comply with the' recommendations. The

LQD (Steve Platt) will need to'review t h e written responses from these agencies. This item
is unresolved pending, submittal and review:, of' the USFWS' and WGFD recornmend~ations.
(AB) ..

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please s~ee response to previous comnient.

LQD (3/1,0) - Response not accetable. A review letter from'the WGFD has not been
submitted by. the operator. A letter must be included and 'any concerns addressed by LC.
(SP for AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see Response to Comment OP#36.
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LQD (7/10) - Item is unresolved. The LQD will wait for an updated response to this•
comment from Lost:Creek. (MLB for SP)

OP-48) LQD (1/09) - Section OP 2.8.2.1 Raptors. The potential need for wildlife mitigation
measures should be outlined in the Operations Plan. Approvalfrom USFWS and WGF will
be required-for taking a nest, or any raptor deterrenceplan. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Attachment OP-6 Section 1.2.3 describes the potential need for
mitigation measures, if a raptor nest is.founed within the area covered by surface activity
restrictions. That section also commits to consulting USFW, S and WGFD to determine
appropriate mitigation measures. Attachment OP-6 Section 1.1.2.2 commits to using
agency-approved designs for anti-roosting raptor deterrents.

LQD (1 1/09)- Response not acceptable. Attachment QP-6, Section 1.311 Locations and
Disturbance Area states that if a raptor nest if found within 0.5 miles of project activities,
that USFWS and WGFD will be consulted and if needed appropriate mitigation permits will
be obtained. Following USFWS andWGFD re view, they may require that a nesting
deterrence plan or other mitigation be in place prior to mining. This comment is unresolved,
pending the review of Attachment OP-6 by USFWS and WGFD. (AýB).

LC ISR, LLC.(2/10) - Please see Response toComment V5, OP#36.

LQD (3/10) - Response not acceptable. LC will update as necessary in response to WGFD
comments when receiyed. (SP for AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/.10) -Please see Response to Comment OP#36..•

LQD (7/10) - ,Item is unresolved. The LQD awaits an u-pdated response to this comment
from Lost Creek. (MLBfor SP)

OP-65) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The updated version of Section OP 2.9.4
coupled with the fact that. the. proposed holding ponds for the proj ect are exempt fromiWQD

,,Chapter 11, Section 30 haye adequately addressed this: reviewer's concerns regarding pond

design. (MLB)

OP-72) LOD (1/09) - Section OP 2.9.2, Fuel Storage Area: More detail is needed in this
section. Specifically, secondary containment must be addressed and explained. Additionally,
the weekly inspection criteria should be stated here. If an inspection checklist isi to be used,
the items on thewchecklist should also be listed. (MLB)
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LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - Fuel storage at the site will consist of an above ground gasoline tank
with a maximum volume of 5,000 gallons and. an above ground diesel tank with a maximum
size of 5,000 gallons (Plate OP-2). The tanks will be within a lined 'spill containment system
sized to contain at least 110% of one of the largest tank. A Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure' Plan is required and will be in place before, the tanks are placed into
service. The tanks and the containment area will be checked at least. weekly for. vessel,
piping and containment integrity as well as indications of leaks or spills. All are planned to
be documented as part of the routine inspection process.

LQD; (11/09) - Response not acceptable. 'Section OP 2.9.5, Fuel Storage Areas,•needs to be
revised to include the information outlined, in.the above response. (MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - The infoifhation has been incorporated into Section OP 2.9I5 (Fuel
Storage Areas), as requested. However, commitment to the Spill Prevention Control and
Countermeasure Plan hasbeen removed -since the EPA regulations, in 40 CFR 112 do not
apply to a dlosed basin like the Great Divide and because WDEQ has not implemented state
regulations pertaining to Spill Prevention Control and Countermeasure Plans. Nonetheless,
the commitments for the design and routine inspection of the fuel storage facility stand.

LQD (3/10) - Response partially acceptable. The additional~text added, to Section. OP 2.9.5
is satisfactory. However, it does not specify the type or minimum thickness of liner to be
used for spill contain ltI Pl"e' 'dd'a disciSiOft of the type.'of liner and.minimrnum liner
thickness to Section OP 2.9.5. (MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - As indicated in Section'. OP 2.9.5,; LC ISR, L'LC ,has committed to
installing containment sized to hold at least 110% of the largest tank. The contaimnient
structure final design w ill'"occur upon procurement- 'of-"he 'fuel. 'tanks iand will be
dimensionally and structurally appropriate for those particular tanks. The containment will
be impermeable to gasoline aihd'diesel fuel ,and will have'a manuailly controlled' surp. pump

to collect rain or snow melt from the containment. '. "The miaterils of construction may
include concrete, polyethylene or equivalent.

LQD (7/10) -Response notacceptable. The rdviewerlAnderStands'LC'ý claim that, a
containment structure for thie ffiel st6rage area: cannot be'finalized'until thefuel tanks are
procured and on site. However, there are minimum standards for fuel storage areas that can
be specified in Section OP 2.9.5 at this time. Specifically, a statement regarding the range of
pos'sibleliner media must be stated. 'That is' if a plastic liner will be used, its cbmposition'

and miriimum thickness (E.g: 40 mils) must be stated in Section OP 2.9.5. Or if a clay liner
vill be used, the clay's' composition and minimum penneability'(E:g. 10-7 cm/sec) must be
state in Section 2.9.5. Or if coated concrete could potentially be implemented, the
specifications of the concrete and coating must be state in Section OP 2.9.5. Please provide
revised text for Section OP 2.9.5 to include the above-prescribed information. (MLB)
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.OP-74) LQD (7/10) - Item is resolved. LC .has revised the text to eliminate the conflicting
statements in Section OP 2.11.2.1. (BRW)

OP-77) LQD (1109) - Section OP 2.11.2 Off-Site Wells Section OP 3.6.4.1 Mine Unit Baseline
Water Quality and Upper Control Limits. These sections reference Lost Creek's
Environmental Manual, and states that it discusses the sampling protocols. What is and
where is this document? Sampling protocols need to be outlined in the permit document, as
stated in Comment 28from my August 26, 2008 comments on Appendix D-5 and D-6. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) The Lost Creek Water Well Sampling ProcedUre is attached as
Attachment OP-8.

LQD (l 1/09) - Response not acceptable. Attachment OP-8 is a welcome addition to the

application. Please include a Table which lists the monitoring wells, grouped by category,
and includes their screened interval, which formation is being monitored, and the frequency
and constituents to be monitored. In addition, please address Chain of Custody procedures
and the disposal of purged water on the ground. If the monitoring well is impacted in any
way the purge water may need to be disposed in either the storage ponds or deeper injection
wells. Section III, Part C-iii, the text stating that if a parameter is below detection limit
during the initial round of sampling that no additional analysis will be performed during
quarterly sampling is unacceptable and should be removed from the text. Section IV, note 1

in both tables should be revised to indicate water level as a field parameter. Section 5, Part E
should indicate that all sampling will follow the preservation and holding time procedures as
0 outlined in Methods for Cheniical: Analysis ofWater and Wastes, USEPA, 1983. Section
VII regarding the use of compositing is not acceptable for sewvral reasons, which include the
fact that compositing tends to mask the presence of analytes at low levels and it will be
impossible to detect if there are only parts of the wellfieldiare problematic. See also the text
in Sectibn RP'2.4: (AB and BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) U

*Generic sampling' frequencies' for each type of operational monitor well are
provided in Section IV of the Lost Creek Water Well -Sampling Procedure. Tables
and completion reports which list the specific monitor wells, grouped by category,
and includes' their screened: interval, which formation is being monitored, and the
constituents to be monitored have been included with, the MUI data package
submitted December 21, 2009. These types of tables and reports will be included
with each successive mine unit data package. LC-ISR, oLLC believes that providing
this information in these data packages will eliminate the need to update a monitor
well -table included in the Lost Creek Water Well Sampling Procedure which would
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require a permit amendment each time a new mine unit is proposed. Please also see
Section OP 2.11.1 as well as the Response to Comment V5, OP#89.The requested
information for these wells has been previously provided in the main permit
document in Attachment D6-3 and Section D6.4.2.2.

A discussion about the use of a Chain of Custody form -has been added to Section
VI of the Lost Creek Water Well Sampling Procedure.

* 'A discussion about the disposal of affected Well purge water has been added to

Section V(C) of the Lost Creek Water Well Sampling Procedure.

* The text stating that if a parameter is below detection limit during the initial round
of sampling then no additional analysis of that parameter will be performed during
quarterly sampling .in Section III(C) (iii) has been removed from the text.

, In Section IV of the Lost Creek Water Well 'Sampling Procedure, note'1 If both
tables has been revised to include, water level as a field parameter.

* Section V (,) of the Lost Creek Water Well, Sampling Procedure has been revised
to indicate that all sampling will 'follQw the preservation and holding time
procedures as outlined in, Me'thods for Chemical Analysis of Water and Wastes,
• U SEPA , 1983.,,, ,..,., .:.; . i,::: > .: : - : •

* :Please seeLC ISR, .iLL s response. toComment.•P -7, which contains a discussion
on theu f poite ples,

Additional revisions to the Lost, Creek Water Well Sampling Procedure were made to
match the text in the main permit document. The revisions include the following:

* The first sentence of the first paragraph of Section II(C) (iii) was: changed to
"During restoration the perimeter and underlying and overlying monitor wells will
continue tobe sampled at least twice per month, and no less than ten days apart, for

UCL parameters'.'. Also, the second sentence. was deleted.

The second and third sentences of the second paragraph o*f Section III(C) (iii) were
changed to "Each production monitor well -will be sampled at the beginning of
stabilization and once per.. quarter: for a period. of. 12 months and analyzed for
Guideline 8 parameters. This will yield a total of 5 sample rounds".

0. The last sentence of the secdnd paragraph of Section III.(C). (iii) was changed to
"The monitor ring, overlying, and underlying monitor wells will be sampled for the
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UCL parameters once every two months throughout stabilization". Also, the
following sentence was added to the end of the second paragraph "If an excursion
occurs during stabilization, then the sampling will revert to weekly for the affected
monitor well until the excursion is resolved".
In Table C, the text was changed in the Wellfield row under the Frequency column
to match the text in Section III(C) (iii).

LQD (3/10) - The requested information was incorporated into Attachment OP-8.
Regarding the disposal of purged water on the ground surface, there is a concern that when
the natural groundwater contains levels of radium, and uranium disposal on the ground
surface may have the potential to impact the background gamma survey levels in the soils
within the permit area. The Division recommends that any purged water with detectable
levels of these constituents, be transferred to the holding ponds in order.to preserve the
baseline conditions. (AB)

LC ISR. LLC (6/10) - LC ISR, LLC appreciates the concern raised by the reviewer
regarding the buildup of radium and/or uranium in the soil, and LC ISR, LLC has
considered this potential in the past. To ensure this is not. an issue, LC ISR, LLC .reviewed
the sample results. of all Mine Unit 1 monitor wells, including those within the pattern area,
to determine the worst case scenario. The first sample round for monitor well MO-111
contained 36,0 pCi/1 of radium-226. This is thie h ighest concentration of radium-226 in all of
the Mine Unit.1. Imonitor. wells completed, in the. ring, overlying and underlying. When
compared to e results ofthe secondth•rough fyUrtl u rnd of analysis of wellMO-I 11 it is
clear that this is an outlier. Nonetheless, 360 pCi/l radium-226`was' used to' analyze the
maximum.buildup that could occur. The calculation assumed a total of 96.sample rounds
over the life of the well and a n average purge 'volume of 500 'gallons per sample event.
Assuming the water is discharged through a sprinkler. and 100% /of ,the radium-226 is
captured in the top- 15 -centimeters of soil, the buildup will be approximately 0.36 pCi/gram
of soil.. The soil clean-up standard required by the NRC in 10 CFR 40 Aplendix A
Criterion 6 is 5 pCj/g in the top.15 centimeters. Therefore, even in the conservative scenario
considered, the build-up of radium-226 in the soil is far below the level ofc'bncern. During
reclamation, radiometric surveys it may be possible to see a slight 'increase in activity but
not to the level of any concern.

With regard to uranium, the" monitor 'well baseline sampling shows that the highest
concentration in a Mine Unit 1 monitor well was 0.916 mg/I in well MO- 114. Using the
assumptions outlined above, the maxim'-um concentration of uranium that 'could occur is 9 x
10-7 mg U/gram of.soil. The annual ingestion limit for a member of the public is 0.813
grams-and the limit for inhalation is 4.5 'mg. Theref6re' a m ember of the public would have

* to inhale morejthan 4,980 grams of soil/year- or ingest more than 900,000 grams of soil/year
before exceeding regulatory limits. Finally, since.uranium, is an-'alpha emitter there are no
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direct radiation'concerns. The regulatory limits are based on chemical toxicity for uranium
since its heavy metal properties are more of a concern than its radiologic properties.

Therefore, based on the above assessment, .LC ISR, LLC does not plan to capture well purge
water unless the water has been affected by nmining lixiviant arnd falls under the immediate
jurisdiction of the NRC.

LQD .(7/10) - Item unresolVed. An analysis o' MO-I ll with ihe highest baseline radium
226 levels (360 pCi/1) was presente~d showin'g that-the cumulative effects on the soil are more
than ten times less than'the NRC'soilfclean-up standard. Yet Best Management Practices
Should dictate that the operator will not impact' the background soil radiological levels. . If a
monitoring well shows a constituent that by being'discharged onto the, ground it will
adversely affect the soils, then that well should-have the purge water transported to the
evaporation ponds or deep disposal well. Prior to start up, an alternate method, for disposal
should be proposed. (AB)

0p-84) LQDjI/022 - Section OP 3.2 Mine Uit Design. 'The last pargraph of this section states

that the operator has made 'an effort to p opr'tyabandon historic drill -holes or wells. As
noted earlier regarding Secti6noD5.2.4 Historic Ur'd'iium Exploration A vchvites, all historic

,drill holes must be 'loc'ated and a determinaationi 'made ifthey were properly abandoned. If': the2"w~~ip~ then t}-h t be ere'-. i¢f -d. ni grOUtedfr-om 'the'boitom'up 'to the suiface.

All 6fmuhs effort must be clearl' yocum'ente n'the permit, on a "hole by hole basis. .(AB)
LC ISR, LLC (1/09) - P'tirsiualnt1to 'diS'CU'Sions duing the June. 22,ý2009 meetitig'in Casper

":,betwee DEQ'and .LC ISR, LLC'the lettr'from ]6n McKenzie'to the Wyomhing Mining
Association dated February 25, 2009 will serve'as the gui;id'ance- document with'regard to re-
..abandonment of historic holes. Item 1 "ofths memo stte-- Re-entering and re-p ugging
old drill holes within a proposed mine iuHit boundary area is' not warranted unless there is
evidence ofpoor pluggng zpractices deternnmd either through record review or pump tests

results." In order to satisfy this requi-eitehnt two 's6parate .issues must be satisfactorily
addressed: a record review and a pump•test.

LC ISR, LLC has submitted to WDEQ-LQD all records in its possession with regard to
historic abandonment of holes and wells at the Lost Creek Project Included within the
records is a Notice of Violation issued to Texasgulf on May5 20, '1982 for improper hole
abandonment and surface capping 'ds well' as memos from" Texasgulf 'to WDEQ-LQD
describing their correctiv{e actions. 'The Texasgulf ihemhos describe the depth to water and
drill. mud in each, hole' they could locate. Althdugh the specific- details of the corrective
actions are unkniown, it appears that WDEQ-LQD and Texasgulf agreed'to 're-abandon all
holes where the mud depth' was greater than 'about 200 feet 'below the 'water surface. A
review of these memos reveals that Texasgulf attempted to locate and collect subsurface
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data on a total of 261 historic holes. This number does not include holes where a surface
cap was replaced, but no subsurface data is provided in the historical record. Of these 261
holes, 230 (88%) were located. Of the 230 located, a total of 16 were re-plugged with grout
because the grout level was greater than about 200 feet below the water surface. The above
statistics are based only on those holes for which we have complete and reliable records.
Texasgulf also installed new surface caps on a large group of holes. WDEQ-LQD
subsequently approved the corrective work and released the bond for the entire project.
Based on WDEQ-LQD approval, one could conclude that the record clearly demonstrates
the historic holes were abandoned using acceptable plugging practices and further effort is
not warranted.

Additional efforts to relocate historic holes, will likely meet with limited success. The
historic holes in question were mostly drilled'between 1968 and 1980. After 29 to 41 years
of vegetation growth and additional, drilring disturbance, only a, portion of the holes are
locatable. Today it is rare to find the wooden markers placed so many decades ago. Any
attempt to relocate the historic holes will result in considerable surface disturbance will little
to no benefit.

Pump tests performed to date, including the-2008 Mine Unit One pump test, reveal that there
is minor communication between the overlying and underlying aquifers and the HJ Horizon.
The drawdown in the overlying and underlying aquifers is. on the order of one magnitude or
less than 'the drawdown in the' AJ'1H6riJzi The majority- bf hydrologic, communication is
likely through the displacement of the Lost Creek 'through improperly
abandoned drill holes. LC I'R will emplo';y engieedfYg, coiitrols-,t1p''event 'migration of
mining solutionh through'the'fult 'and ifit65,USDW.

The historical record suggests the holes w'err 'properly !abandoned by. the; original operator
pursuant to regulations that were in place at that time.' LC ISR, LLCbelieves WDEQ-LQD,
as the agency with. regulatory authority.!over uranium- exploration, should have enforced
existing regulations: and required the grout column to extend -above the, water table. If
WDEQ-LQD approved improper hole abandonment, the WDEQ-LQD is now transferring
the liability onto a company with no responsibility, and in fact WDEQ-LQD's actions may
jeopardize one of the state's uramiumresources.

Today'sWDEQ-LQD. comments suggest improper oversight by WDEQ-LQD in the past.
LC ISR, LLC understands WDEQ-LQD's request for the holes to be re-abandoned and
'hereby, proposes the following path forward., - This proposal,- is intended to provide a
framework for this situation, .which will undoubtedly be encountered at this and other sites
as uranium resources are developed in the. future.-LC ISR will agree to re-abandon and re-
surface cap all historic holes within pattern areas that have not already been re-abandoned

'by a previous operator, or by LC ISR, LLC and which may impact LC ISR, LLC's
operations in a given mine unit, based on' pumping test results for that mine* unit. For other
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historic holes; LC ISR, LLC will -agree to re-abandon and re-surface cap all historic holes
within pattern areas that have not already been re-abandoned by a previous operator or by.
LCISR, LLC; however, WDEQ-LQD must take on the responsibility of locating each of the
holes and either perform surface reclamation or advance funds for LC ISR, LLC to conduct
surface reclamation. WDEQ-LQD and BLM must agree in writing that LC ISR, LLC-takes
on no liability" financial or otherwise, for the re-abandonment and associated work.. Nor
shall LC 'ISR, LLC have to bond for the wdrk since it is being perff6med largely for the
benefit of the state and BLM.

WDEQ-LQD will have the following responsibilities and absorb the associated costs:
* Locate.the holes based on historic survey records before November 30, 2009.
* Either perform surface reclamation at the 'appropriate season or reimburse LC

JiSR, LLC to perform the sui'face reclamation work. Surface reclanati6h includes
leveling of the site and reseeding with an appr6ved inixture of native seed.

LC ISR, LLC will perform the following tasks and absorb the associated costs: .
* Provide WDEQ-LQD with a backhoe and one backhoe operator for a total of 40

hours -at no charge for the purpose of locating the holes. Any use of the backhoe
. and operator' above 40 hours will b6" charged'at a rate of $75/hour;

* Excavate the surface cap;
* Enter .tle,.hole with HDPE tremmie and go as deep as psSible without drilling or

-,washing out the hole ., -
* Tremmie gout into te hole until the hole is.ifilled to surface; .

Return to the hole no -sooner, than. two .days. later and. top the hole off to
approximately 17 feet below ground surface;
Dump two.bags of bentonite chips. into the hole; -,...
* Dump on bag-f cement or concrete into the hole.;.. -:

* " . Backfill the final two feet of hole with, native veget~ation;,- , ,,. .
* Mark the hole with a piece of HDPE pipe with a metal name plate:.

:V-WDEQ-LQD must agree that its. inability to locate all holes will notresult in the denial of
the permit to mine or subsequent, mine unit packages.. , .,

The commenter states that the re-abandonment effort must be' docdmented in the permit on a
hole by hole basis. This. request is, unreasonable since the work will take-place over a
number of years as additional mine units are brought into Production and the peImit will

have to be revised accordingly. LC ISR, LLC proposes that the inffrmation regarding re-
abandonment efforts-be documented in the anmual reports; . .

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. Drilling currently taking place in the Battle Springs

formation has illustrated the problem with plug gel loss down the hole! The plug. gel will fall
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100-300 feet, often exposing the water table. If past practices were to inject plug gel to the
surface and cap the hole then there is no documentation of the plug gel falling back down
the hole. The Tg NOV provides some documentation that historically the holes 'vere left in
various stages of abandonment. It can be stated with fair certainty that many of the historic
drill holes are open more than a hundred feet below any surface cap, and many of them most
likely are in at least the first water table. Ur Energy has made an effort to locate these holes,
without much success (only finding 2 out of 20 which were searched). The DEQ will make
-an independent effort to locate the holes within the first mine unit, with the commitment by
Lost Creek to plug them if we find them. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - LC ISR, LLC appreciates the WDEQ-LQD's willingness to assist
with this issue. It is important that work, on this project begin during thd spring of 2010 so
the holes can be plugged in a timely manner that does not impact the operations schedule.
We look forward to discussing this schedule with you in the coming weeks.

LQD (3/10) - This item is unresolved. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - In the interest of resolving this item for the purposes of the
application review, LC ISR, LLC suggests the following language be inserted into the
permit as a Pondition: .

"Prior to injecting mining solutions in a wýelifield, LC ISR, LLC 'will atteimpt
to locate and properly abandon all,historic drill holes that, may be improperly
ab'aiidohnd within the'pa.tfem .area. ýWDEQ-ýLQ!5,'vill assist LC iSRILC in
the process of locating the histdric, holes.' The' failure to'locate 100% of the
holes' will not be the sole just ificatio• for LQD denying LC ISR, LLC the
ability to mine the wellfield in question."

LQD (7/10) - Item unresolved. Location and abandonment of the historic drill holes within
the area of the firstmine unit has not been addressed in the field beyond a demonstration of
Ground Penetrating Radar. LC is proposing a Permit Conr~dition statingthdtprior to injection
of any mining solution, an attempt will be made to locate the historic drill holes. Failure to
locate the holes will not be justification for LQD denying LC to move forward with mining.

From the ongoing discussions on this t6pic the LQD's understanding has been that the holes
within the first mine unit'would be located and properly abandoned. A new pump tegt would
then be conducted to determine if there was an improvement'in the amount of leakage
observed in the overlying and underlying aquifers. If there was no impiovement then it
would indicate that the leakage was not from the improperly abandoned historic drill holes,
but from lack of geological controls. A proposal should be submitted which outlines how
this effort will be undertaken, the pump test specs, and how the new test will be correlated to
the results. of the previous pump test. (AB)
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OP-89)'LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The revision of the language in Section OP
3.2.2.4 tobe consistentwith Attachment OP-8, which includes a commitment to sample
regional wells completed in the DE horizon when they are located in a mine unit, adequately
addresses this reviewer's concerns. (MLB)

OP-90) LOD (1/09)- Section 0P3.3 Well Completion: The burst pressure and collapse pressure
of the SDR 17pipe to be used is presented..Please also provide information on the pressures
to be experienced with the well depths in the. ore zone, i.e. at what depth and/or pressures
will the SDR 17 be unsuitable for use. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (i0/09i - The HJ Production Zone is approximately 425 feet below surface
while the static water level for the same formation is approximately 175 feet belowsurface.
A typical casing will be CertainTeed's spline-locking standard dimension ratio (SDR) 17
PVC well casing, which has a nominal 4.5 inch diameter, 0.291 inch minimum Wall
thickness, and is rated for 160 pounds per square inch (psi) burst pressure and 224 psi

* collapse pressure.

The maximum external pressure possible'is represented'by the calculation below. A rare
example of this would be if the well were to pump dry with no recharge, especially given the
hydrologic properties of.the HJ sand unit.

External Pressure= (Depth Qf Casing ]_Pep&th to Watefr)x'Weight of Fluid x 0.052
S -(425 ft;.I75ft)`x8'33lbs/galx'O.052
, =108.3 psi which isless tfan the 224 psi collapse pressure

The maximum internal pressure or injectlon pressure will be governed-by the fracture
pressure, which is governed by the regional fracture gradient, or 0.7 psi/ft...

Injection P~essure- Depthj to Injection Zone x (Fracture Gradient - Water Gradient)
425 ft x (0.7 psi/ft - 0.433 psi/ft)
.1 13.5-psi which is less than the 160 psi burst pressure

The pressure, ratings provided by the manufacturer are at ambient conditions without the
benefit of cement supporting the casing or the lower temperatufes typically seen subsurface
at. the Lost Creek Project. Experience at other ISR operations has shown that, using the
proper weighting materials during cementing, PVC casing can be used at depths in excess of

1,000 feet below ground surface. In addition, each well must passa mechanical integrity test
prior to operation., . . .

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. The burst pressure and collapse pressulre values and
calculation for the SDR17 pipe should be presented in the permit document. The reviewer
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does not necessarily agree with the calculations presented for external pressure. For
example, Well LC24M is cased for 478 feet with a static water level of 204 feet. The grout
used was Portland Cement and assuming a mixture of 1 sack per six gallons of water gives a
unit weight of approximately 10.7 lbs/gal. So (478 feet x 10.7 x 0.052) - (274 x 8.34 x
0.052) = 266 - 119 = 147 psi net collapse pressure. While the estimated collapse pressure is
less than the CertainTeed specification of 224 psi, the Factor of Safety (FOS) is estimated at
approximately 1.5 which is less than the factory recommended FOS of 2.0.-Please address
the above. (BRW for AB)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - LC ISR, LLC's engineers and well installation personnel understand
that many variables can affect a successful well installation.. Some of these include static
water level, installation water level, grout density, chase fluid density, depth .of casing and
environmental conditions such as fluid temperatures., LC ISR, LLC also understands that
the most critical time for mechanical integrity of the well typically occurs during
installation, particularly during grouting. The time of highest risk occurs when either:

• the casing is full of grout and the annulus is full of drilling mud/formation water,
(failure mode is burst), or

* the annulus is full of grout and the casing is full. of chase fluid (failure mode is
collapse).

LC ISR, LLC designs its well installations to minimize, failure during these times.

LC ISR, LLC's design personnel are experienced in the design and installation of many
PVC cagsed wells and have a deep understanoing of the .factors that can cause well failure.
The defining, criteria for success of the installation is thepassing of the mechanical integrity
test. Regardless of safety factor, well design or. installation practices, the each well must
pass this test prior to its Use.

The calculation provided as an example by the reviewer assumes that the static water level
inside the casing is equal to the static formation water level. However, this is not the case
because the water or "chase fluid" in the casing is used to push the cement into the annulus
and maintain it there. Therefore, the casing is always full. The calculation' should be:.

(478 feet x 10.7.x 0.052) - (478 x 8.34 x 0.052) 266- 207 59 psi net collapse pressure

224/59 = 3.8 Factor of Safety for this application.

Regardless of the calculation, the well must still pass the MIT.

As for inclusion of the casing data in the permit application, LC ISR, LLC believes-that this
data should not be included as the manufacturer or the pressure ratings may routinely change
during the course of the Project. However, the data will be available on site for review
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during inspection.

LQD (3/10) - Response not acceptable. The reviewer understands the procedure as'outlined
in LC's response. However, this is not conveyed within the text. The revised text provided
concerning the calculation does not match those provided in the recently submitted response.
Lastly, the calculation should actually reflect'the 'weight of the cement utilized in sealing the
annulus. Please make the appropriate revisions to the text- (BRW for AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The text in OP 3.3 has been revised.

LQD (7/f0) 'Response not-aceeptable. The submitted revised text for Section OP 3.3
reads exactly the- same as previous1y submitted. Please see the rexiewer's response dated
March 2010 and make the appropriate revisions to the text as requested. (BRWV)

OP-93): LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The chaiige t0 the language in Section OP 3.4
which commits to the implementation of a tracking system for MIT failures addresses this

'reviewer's concerns. (MM) . . -

OP-97) LQD (7/10)-I1tem is'resolved. The addition-of text:to Section'OP 3.163.1 adequately
addresses this reviewer's concerns. (MM)

OP-99) LOD (1/09)-- 'Section' OP 3.'6.3:1 'WateBalance."(Tabe"OP-6: Are theflb'tv capaicity's
4presen~tedi ii his -Se~tion,:'Tabl'e '~d-ndhFl 0ý,'-P-Sa7 fhtbugh 5f f&} the-fi~rstinih}e unit or
-for multiple 'mine'units?- P eae' c aiiyH Ojifidi'dcat~ing how-many mine units will be in,
production and restoration at one time, and how the rates presented are 'a c6ompilatioil'of
that information. A table detailing this information for each mine unit, at each stage of
prdduction and restoration,'for each year in the life~ofthe mine would be 'useful. :(AB) e

LC ISR,.LLC (10/09) -Figure oP-4a illustrates the 'Lost Creek P'roject Development,
Ptoduction and Restoration Schedule. 'A review of the 'chedule reveals that normally two
mine units are anticipated to be in production and up to three mine units are anticipated to be
in :various phases of groundwater restoration (GWS;' RO, Recirculation and Stabilitý), not
including the time required for regulatory approval and surface reclamation.

Section OP 3.6.3.1 states; "The water balance discussion, figures and tables included in this
section consider the production and restoration phase's t6 "be 'operating"at maxiirhum flow
capacity.. At maximum flow capacity, the full potential contribution of each unit operation to
the water balance can be analyzed."' IC ISR', ILC a's operato.r, will hav'e the full discretion
to determine th6 actual operational flow 'rates that riYeet'tthe ecoiibmic o'bjectives of the
project. Since portions of mine'units are brought intd and'0ut of production and restoration
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as a function of the daily operational control of the facility, a table detailing the contribution
of each mine unit to each stage of production and restoration summarized for each year in
the life of the mirie, would not provide any more useful information than Figure. OP-4a
already provides.

LOD (11t/09) - Response not acceptable. Text in the third full paragraph on page OP-34
states "The design basis,for the Lost Creek Project is derived to provide the nominal
maximum production plant. capacity (6,000 gpm) from each typicaltmine unit. Therefore,
each typical mine unit includes approximately-;l.80:(32 x 180 5,760 gpmn) production.
wells...". Figure OP-4A indicates that in year two there will be production in MU-I and
MU-2.with no. restoration indicated. Given the description in the text above, it would -seem
that the plant would essentially be operating at capacity-with one unit in production, let,
alone the additional production from a second wellfield. Therefore, the text does not appear
to jive with the schedule. Additionally, though not stated in the text, but only in the
response, that "LC ISR, LLC as operator;" will have the full discretion to determine the
actual operational flow rates, that meet the economic objectives, of the proj ect.," is not
completely acceptable as the. LQD has indicated to LC that restoration will not suffer at the
hand of.production. Please address. (BRW.for AB),..

LC iSR, LLC (2/10) - The text in Section OP 3.6.4.1 and Figures D6-5a through 5h describe
the system which includes both the.production .circuit (6,000 gpm) and the restoration
circuit (600 gpm), i. e.,a production flowrateo,00 gpd ntpreclUde a restoration

flow rate of 600 gpm (See Response to. Comment,•V :9,7., fr -discussion. 6£the differences
in the flow rates.) The text also includes a discussion of the progressive water balance (i.e.,
for bringing, the first mine unit on line thrqugh .restoration .9f the last mine unit), including
the relative to production. an&d restoration,rates, ,and ties. it to the schedule presented in Figure
OP-4a. The text in Section OP 3.6.4.1 has beenredited to clarify the progrejssion.

LQD (3/1)0)- Response not acceptable. Thank you for attempting to pr0oide better
clarification of the, schedule as itrelates to Figure OP-4A and how the operation will
progeed'from production to restoration. However, there is a statement, on page P-52 that
states"' Restoration. will not typically begin in any mine unit until all production flow has
ceased to facilitate proper control of both production and restoration fluids. Because of this,
production may occur from more than one mine unit to maintain maximum allowable
production flow without restoration occurring simultaneously 'in those mine units." This
statement is extremely convoluted.

I assume during operations that there will be a blending of high grade production streams
from new fields with low grade streams from nearly depleted mine units to maximize
recovery from.the nearly depleted field. This part makes sense, but the last part "without
restoration occurring simultaneously in those mine units." is a problem. beca'use at soine
point LC will need to begin restoration, at the same time production from the next well field
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is occurring. It is understood that to maximize restoration effectivenessthat'it is necessary to
establish a "bufferzone of sorts" to ensure that production fluid is not being pulled in during
Ground Water Sweep. Thus, one or more header houses maybe shut in and left idle once the
ore is played out of an area and LC will rely on maintaining control of the lix-iviant by
adjacent operational header houses. Idling all or portions of a well field will, however, be
watched with close scrutiny to ensure that fluid control is maintained by. adjacent header
house patterns within the unit, When LC can rio longer demonstrate that fluid control is:
maintained, LC will be required to initiate restoration. Please provide clarification, of the
statement cited in-the abboie paragraph. (BRW for AB) "

LC ISR;- LLC (6/10) - The response has been broken down into-its major components,
(numbered 99(a), (b), and (c)) to allow for more concise answers.

a. LQD'(3/10) - "...there is a statement on "page OP-52 that states" Restoration will not
typically begin in any mine unit until 'all production flow has ceased ,to facilitate
proper control of both production and restoration fluids.: Because of this, production
may occur from m6re than one mine unit to maiintain maximum allowable'
production flow without restoration occurring simultaneously in thoseimine units."
This statement is extremely convoluted."

LC S. C (6/10) -The 2IL d§'sente6nce in:Paragraph-10 of':Section OP 3.6.3.1,
'Paraghapti 10 has been reworded- forclarfi cation, .intluding addition of a cross-

ireference fo Sectio'-2i.l (P26jeI t- Schedule)."."

b. IUOD' (3/110 V -.."without restorat:ion~occurring simultarieousi§y in those mine,
units. )s a problem becau'se at some point LC &.will` need-to begin restoration, at the
same- time production' fr6m the next'well field is occurring. It is understood that to
maximize restoration effectiveness that it is necessary to establish a "buffer zone of
sorts" to ensure~thatitdudtion fluid ils nbtr being-pllled-mhdiring Gr iid Water

.Swe'ep. Thus, one or more'header houses lnaybo;-shtdt in'ahd 16ft'idle onde the ore is
played out of an area and LC Will rely on maintaining control of the lixiiant by" adjkcen't operationa!'headerhoises."Idling all or portions of a'well'field will,

- howevei, be Watctied with close scrutinfy'to ensure that fluid. control is maintainfed by

j adjacenIt'header"house''natfel-rt within ih6-unit. When LC 6aftno longei demonstrate
that fluid control is maintained, -LC Will be required to ihitidte restoration. Please
provide clarification of the statement cited in the ibivep'ai-graph.

LC ISR. LLC '(6/-0) - Section 3.6 (Mine Control) details the- eevaluations of fluid balainice and
water quality that will be used to ensure fluid control is maintained, and Attachment OP-2,
whi&h is being updated, details more specific assessments which will be used to eValuaite fluid
control (as well as mining efficiency).
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LQD (7/10) - Response partially acceptable. The response indicates that Attachment OP-2
is in the revision process (not included in the June 2010 submittal) to better detail how fluid
control will be evaluated and maintained. The reviewer awaits the submittal of a revised
Attachment OP-2 before making a final determination. (BRW)

OP-105) LOD (1/09) - Section OP 3.6.3.3, Cumulative Drawdown: W.S. 35-11-428(a)(iii)(E)
requires an assessment of impacts to water resources on adjacent lands and the steps that
will be: taken to mitigate the impacts. Section OP 3.6.3.3 should'include drawdown
projections for all aquifers that could potentially be affected by the operation for the life of
the mine, including drawdown maps to illustrate the horizontal and vertical extent of
projected drawdown. (MM)

LC.,ISR, LLC (10/09) - The parameters, necessary to provide an estimate of drawdown
during life of the mine include transmissivity, storativity, net extraction rate, and duration
of operation. Transmissivity of the HJ Production Zone has been determined from
pumping tests, conducted on either side of the Lost Creek Fault. Because of the influence
of the fault, the transmissivity determined from this pumping test is viewed as an
'effective" transmissivity.

A value of transmissivity that is not influenced by the fault can be estimated using the
principle of superposition and image well theory .(Stallman 1952). The principle of
superposition simply states that the total effecti resulting from pumping multiple wells

simultaneously is equal,, to, the. sum of the, individual effect caused by, each Of the wells
acting. separately, The principle :of.superp'.on is comnmQniy use to ebluate well
interferenceproblems by summing the daQw' wnidetermined: usi ng the Theis. equation for
a homogeneous, isotropic, infinite extent aquifer. Image well theory, is used to address
hydraulic impacts of a bounded (non infinite extent) aquifer for either no flow or recharge
boundaries (Domenico and, Schwartz 1990). In the application of image well theory for a
no flow barrier, an. imaginary well .is placed directly acros' the no flow boundaiy at an

equal distance from the boundary as the pumping well. Th6 image well is assigned a
pumping rate equal to that of the real pumping Well. Then the drawdbIwn can be calculated
at any point within the aquifer (on the side with the real well) by summing the impacts
from both the real and image well, using a modificatibn of the Theis equations:

s =-Sp+si = Q/(4I7T) x [W(u)p+ W(u)t]

. where:
-. - s is the observed drawdown at any, point;

Sp - drawdown resulting from pumping the real well;
si drawdown resulting from pumping the image -well;

- Q the pumping rate;
T - aquifer transmissivity;
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"W(up - well function for the real well;'
S W(u)t- well function for the image well;

and: "r2S/4Tt
(u)p- rp2 S/4Tt

where:
rp is the distance from the pumping well to the observation-15oint;
ri is the distance from the image well to the observation -point; and
S aquifer storativity.

'In the case of the Lost Creek Project, image well theory was ,applied using the drawdown
resulting from the LC19M pump test. The pumping well LC19M is located 482 feet from
the fault,' based on -mapped data. An image well was assumed at a distance of 964 -from the
pumping well, on the other side of the fault. The drawdowh at: the eind of the pump test at
three wells were used to back. calculate the transmissivity and 'ýsorativity of the aquifer.
The LC19M pump test was run for a period of 8,252 minutes at'an average rate of 42.9
gpm. The wells and respective drawdown (at the end of the test) used to solve theTheis
equation for transmissivity and drawdown were LC19M (93.32ý ft); 'HJMPlI1 (35.56 ft)
and HJMP104 (36.44 ft). The distance from LC19M to HJMP-111 is 473 ft and from
LC19M to HJMP 104 is 637 ft. The"distanices 'from, the iffiage' well to HJMP-1.1i and
HJMP-104 are 1,043 and 847 "feet; respectiVely, A series of calculations Were performed

.va~rylng the transmisslwty aid storativity tohfind the best fit to the observed drawdown at
the.'end" of tH6 test.'Results' Jf Te"h.eff6rt fihdibcate'thait'a, iraInsmissivity of 144 ft2/d and a
storatlv'ity o 7e-05 proide a very good fit to the' data with" residuaths(difference between
lthe Aobsei ed'and',calculated" dtawdod'n) fOf 006ft06T' at'•LCIM;- 04ff'at HJMP-111 and
1.00 ft at HJMP-i04. •lthough this calculaton does not acbount fior the partial penetration
effects of the pu;ping and' obiservation wells or, the minor leakage frofm1 overlying and
uhnderlying aquiffrs. (•s ewvd"nced by the slight drawdo own response in overlying and
underlying obseivationi ve'lls during the test), it does provide- a reasor able estimate of the
aquifer properties within thle vicinity'of Mine Unit 1 (by removing the effects" of the fault
on .thepump test results). Tab e OP-9 sh•ws-the best-fit drawdown calculations. Figure

OP-10i shows the location of the wells used to 'calculate transmis'sivity with the image
well method.

The transmissivity and storativity values 144 'ft2/d and 7'E-05, respectively were used to
predict drawdown at distances of 2 and 5 miles from the centroid of production after 8
years of production and restoration activities, for two scenarios. One case assumes that the
impacts of the Lost Creek Fault are negligible at distances of 2 miles or greater. This case
is supported by data from site borihgs -that indicate thaf the Lost Creek Fault appears to
extend less than 1 mile 'on either side of the centroid. The other case as'sumes that the fault
acts as a no flow boundary. The second case assumes that the fault is of infinite extent
(which it is not) and all of the production will occur on the same side of the fault (which it
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will not because the projected mine units are on both sides of the fault). This case would
provide a maximum drawdown estimate. For both cases the average pumping rate is
assumed to be 89 gpm for the 8-year mine life.

The predicted drawdown at the end. of production/restoration operations at an average
pumping rate of 89 gpm for the first scenario (neglecting the impacts of the fault) will be
45 ft at 2 miles from the centroid of production and 28 ft at 5 miles. A projection of
drawdown at the end of production and restoration under that scenario is shown in Figure
OP-1Ob. Note that the drawdown is lessat, 2. miles and 5 miles from the Permit Boundary
than from the centroid of production which, is near the center of.the Permit Area. For the
scenario where the fault is assumed ito .be ,of infinite extent. and acting as a no flow
boundary, the aquifer is essentially reduced by half.and the drawdown is doubled to 90 ft at
2 miles from the centroid of production and. 56 ft at 5 miles. A projection of drawdown at
the end of production and restoration under; that scenario is shown in Figure OP-10c. Note
that if the infinite acting fault scenario is utilized,, the drawdown would only occur on the
side of the fault where pumping is occurring. While the fault will have substantial impacts
on localized drawdown in the vicinity of the mine units, the effect at great distance will be
noticeably reduced. Therefore, the, calculated drawdown using the infinite extent fault
should be considered as a worst case"(maximum) value .These two calculations provide a
reasonable bounding limit to* the drawdown that can be expected as a result of ISR
activities at the projected rates. The drawdown at the2 mile radius from the centroid of
production should be between' 45 and 90 ', and the draw"down at the 5 mile radius should
be between 28 and 56 ft. ''.... .

The depth to water for the HJ Horizon in the vicinity of MU1 is generally 170 to 180 feet.
The depih to the top of the HJY'orizon' ii th- saei s re eaver' ge"360-feet., Based on these
values, there is app t 1 80SO to 190 'feet 6f hydaiiflic' head !b6\re th& top"of the HJ

Horizon at MUL. Assuming that 150 to 200' feet"of head are piresent vithih 5 miles of the
center.of the projected mining, the estimrated drawd'0\vn frrt'production and'restoration
should not' result in' dewatering of the HJ' Hdrizon'within 'that'satme area."A 'proj&ction of
drawdown at the endi of production and restoration is shownin Figure OP-10b.'

A calculation of the time required for water levels to recover to pre-mining or near pre
mining levels following completion of'the ISR project was also performed.

The analysis of recovery is based on the principle of superposition which was described
previously: For this' case it is assumed that after the pump has been shut down (at the
centroid of production), the well continues to be pumped at the same discharge as before
and that an imaginary recharge equal- to the discharge is injected into'the 'well. The
recharge and discharge thus cancel each other resulting in a well that is effectively no
longer being pumped. The recovery of the well is measured as "residual" drawdown.
Applying the Theis equation to this problem the residual drawdown is
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s (Q/4D1T){W(u)-W(u')
where

u =(r 2S)/(4Tt) and u' =( r2S')/(4Tt')
where

's' = residual drawdown in ft -

r =.distance from well to observation point in ft
-T = transmissvity of the aquifer in -ft2/d
S' = storativity of the aquifer dui-ing recovery, unitless
S = storativity of the aquifer during pumping, unitless-
t = :timhe in days since start of pu1mping.in days
t'= time in days since the cessation of pumping in days
Q.= rate'of recharge = rate of dischargein ft/d

The calculated residual drawdown (in feet)'using the equation above for various times at 2
miles and 5 miles from the centroid is sho wn in the table below.

Residual Drawdown After End of 'ISR Operations
Distance Time Since End of Operations'

iyr 2.yr , 4yr" '8yr

2 miles 20.5 ft' 15.1lft. 10Q.3- A: 6.5-ft
5 miles, 18.9gft , 4.14 10)." 1 ft 6.4 ft
Average pumping rate of 89 gpm (or'17,134 fi3/d).
Distance measured from centroid of production.

LOD (1 1/09--Response parti•llyacceptable. Impacts to. theUHJ aquifer.have been
projectedQtq extend well beyondfi-ve milesfiromm tliepehnit area.Other aquifers that may
be affected must also be addressed.-Drawdown maps mulst he provided to show, the extent
of projected drawdown.in each affected aquifer. All known water~resources (wells, lakes,

*.wetlands,.spnngs, etc.). withinthern, st be identified on
~~~~heproject d 5 foot dr-awvdo'w're-a tle'dniedo

the maps. Monitoringplans must be presented for monitoring of impacts to these* water
resources. Actions to be taken to mitigate the impacts must be described. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/0).- Please see Response toComrnent V5, RP#5.

LQD (3/10) Response partially acceptable. A drawdown map is, required to illustrate the
extent of the five foot dra~wdown and all of the water resources, withinthat area that may be
affected. It is requested that this be a USGS topographic map on a scale .of 1"=2,000'.
Mitigation measures also.need to be addressed. (MM);

LC iSR, LLC (6/10 - Please see Response to Comment RP#5.. (See also Comment
OP #114.) • .. .
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LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. Comment stands as written. (MM)

OP-112) LQD (7/10) - Item unresolved. The text in Section OP 5.2.1.3 was revised to state
that 40-80 gallons per month of waste petroleum products are generated. Table OP- 10
does not specify in footnotes 6 or 7 the ultimate disposal locations for the waste petroleum
products or the hazardous material generated outside of the laboratory. Please revise these
footnotes to designate their disposal options. (AB)

OP-114) LQD (1/09) - Section OP 5.2.1.4 Domestic Liquid Wastes. There is no previous
discussion of a water supply wellfor potable water. Please provide a discussion within the
permit of the proposed aquifer and location for the potable water supply. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (0/09) - Please see Response to Comment V5, OP#74..°

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. Please see the response to Comment OP-74 and if
Well LC229W is to be used as the potable water supply well furnish a copy of the UW-6
associated with this well. (BRW forAB)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please. see the response to OP 74. It was LC ISR, LLC's original
intent to use Well LC229W to supply potable water. However, LC229W is within ¼ mile
of the anticipated aquifer exemption boundary, so a new well further to the north will need
to be installed.

LQD (3/10) This item is unresolved. Detailed information regarding the new potable
water supply well, and the drawdown effects anticipated from its usage will need to be
added to the permit document. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Section OP 2.11.2.1 'includes the list of water supply wells that LC
ISR, LLC anticipates using, and Section OP 3.6.3.4 includes an assessment of the impacts of
the drawdown from those wells. LC229W is one, of those wells. However, in. order to
ensure 'he water supply well is beyond the ¼ mile buffer around the aquifer exemption, LC
ISR, LLC plans on drilling a new water supply well a few hundred feet 'north of the Plant,

.,rather than using LC229W. Because' he list of water supply wells is not finalized (e.g., a
new FG well is discussed in Section OP 2.11.2.1, but maynot be necessary), LC ISR, LLCsuggests the following permit condition in the interest of resolving this item for the purposes
of the LQD application review:

"The number, location, construction information, anrd us~age of the 'water
supply wells will be updated as part of the Annual Report. If the drawdown"
assessment from the water supply wells is anticipated to change substantially,
the assessment will also be updated in the Annual Report."
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A reassessment of the total consumption of potable water reveals that daily use will be
approximately 188 gallons per day or 0.13 gpm. Potable water usage is predicted to be as
follows:'

Showers: 1/day x 10 minutes each x 2.5'gpm = 25 gallons/day

Handwashing: Weekdays 3 washes/day x 5 days x 90 people x 1 gpm x 0.5 minutes =
675 gallons/week
Weekends 3 washes/day x-2 days x 2 people x 2 shifts x 1' gpm x 0.5
minutes = 12 gallons/week'

675 gallons/week + 12 gallons/week = 687 gallons/week 98 gallons/day

Drinking: Weekdays 90 people x 5 days x 0.3 gallons = 135 gallons/week
Weekends 2 people x 2 shifts x 2 days x 0.3 gallons = 2.4 gallons/week

Total of 137 gallons/week = 20 gallons/day

Dishes: 1 gpm x 30 minutes/day = 30 gallons/day ,

*1Janitora gpm x 15 minutes/day- 15 gallbns/day

Grand Total, of 188 gallons/day (0.15 gallons per minute)

To reflect the revised calculation, the'text'ini Section OP 2.11.2.1' tinder the bullet "Potable
Water" has been revised to 200 gallons per day from 250 gallons per day. However,-the
drawdown assessment in Section 3.6.3.4 was left at the more conservative 250. gallons per
day. (See also Comments OP'#105 andRP'#5).

LQD (7/10) -Item unresolved: At this point the Division is not prepared to drop comnents
'for apermit.cnodition. The recalculation of the water usage seems low. Shower usage
assnumes only, one l.s'on per day is taking a shower. Also, there is n', allocatioh of Water for

"toilet usage or laboratory. Hydrologic Consequences td aquifers needs to be defined as part
of the permit application. Please provide a reassessment of the water supply well usage, and
predicted drawdown to the aquifer. (AB)

OP-118) £LOD (1/09) - The operationsplan should include a section detailing procedures for
exploration' and delineation drilling, in cluding.; topsbil protecti'on measures; drill hole
abandonnien procedures, including provisiion for backfilling 'to'the Suface with bentonite
chips; and suifabe reclainationi procedures' (MM)- "
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LC ISR, LLC (10/09) - The following procedures are expected to be used during normal
drilling operations:

Exploration Drilling: will typically occur prior to installation of fences or roads to an
area. This type of drilling will occur at various depths and may or may not conform to a
grid. Density of drilling is highly dependent upon the results of previous work. Drill
locations should be modified, where .possible, to reduce the need for drilling in major
drainage ways and/or major modifications to terrain. If successful, exploration drilling will
be followed by Delineation drilling at, typically, a higher density.

The steps in exploration drilling are normally as follows:

1. Surveying - initial target locations are surveyed in with stakes placed. For exploration
drilling, very few locadtions are known initially.

2. Access Planning - the access routes for the initial holes are planned and the backhoe
operator and drill contractor informed of the routes. If necessary, access may be
delineated with markers or posts.

3. Drill Pits - will be installed by the backhoe operator.
a. Install erosion protection as necessary.;
b. Excavate drill pit, segregating topsoil and subsoil;
c. Clear/level drill pad as necessary.

4. Fence Drill Pit
5. Drill Exploration Hole
6. Geophysical Log
7. Abandonment - use drill rig or LCI equipment to plug the hole

a. . Initial - typically, grout or cement. is pumped into the hole from the bottom up.
Depending on hole conditions, bentonite .chips may be. used -to assist in the
plugging. process. A temporary cover.is.placed over the hole -after plugging is
complete..

b. Top-off-.after the plugging material.is allowed to settle, the hole will be revisited
and the grout, or cement will .be topped' off to approximately 17 feet below the
ground surface. Approximately 10 feet of bentonite chipst will be placed on top of
the grout or cement column.

c.. Surface plug-- A plug capable of supporting approximately 5, feet of cement or
concrete will be placed on top of the plug. The remaining upper twvo feet of the hole
will be backfilled with native soil.

!8. Backfill YPit -. the ,drill pit will be backfilled with subsoil so as not to allow the
displacement of drilling fluid from the pit. The temporary.fence will be permanently
removed once. the pit is backfilled. After the pit is backfilled and the fence removed, the
topsoil will be evenly applied overthe excavated area.

9. Seeding- surface preparation and -reseeding will 6ccur at the next av'ailable time period
appropriate for planting.
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Delineation Drilling: may occur prior to installation of fences or roads to an area or may
occur in areas with significant infrastructure. This type of drilling will occur at various
depths and may or may not *conform to a grid. Density of drilling is reasonable dependent
upon the results of previous work. Drill location's may be modified, where possible, to
reduce the need for drilling in major drainage ways and/or major modifications to terrain.
Once completed, delineation drilling will be followed by monitor well and production well
installation.

The steps in delineation drilling are normally as follows:

1. Surveying - initial target locations are surveyed in with stakes placed. Drilling may be
expanded depending on results.

2. Access Planning - the access routes forthee holes are planned and the backhoe operator
and drill contractor informed of the routes. If necessary; 'access may'be delineated with
markers or posts. Existing access routes will be used wherever possible.

3. Drill Pits - will be installed by thebackhoe operator.
a. Install erosion protection as necessary;
b. Excavate drill pit, segregating topsciil' and subsoil;
c. Clear/level drill pad as necessary.

4. Fence Drill Pit as necessary. If drillinig is within: existing wellfield fencing, then
temporary fencing will not be required..

5. Drill Delineation Hole .:.

6. Geophysical Log
7. Abandonment _utilize dnll rig or LCr equip ment"'to pkg the hlde.'

a. Initial• tpicallyi,'rout' of r enegit is pumped',into the hdle from the bottom up.
Dep&nding on hole con dtions;on obentonte 'chlpma be used to assist in the
plugging process. A temporarl 'cover is placed over-the hole. after plugging is
complete.
and the groIut or cement will' be topped off to apiroximat~el} 17 feet below the

b.,ouno'f afte tjhimg' mat0 euia is,&aloedt -ebtehopwllbed revisted o
grodnd surface Approximately 10 feet 0f b~ent6nite chips Will-1e&placed on top of
the grout or cement column. .

c. Surface' plug A- plug, capable of supporting approximitoly 5 feet of cement or

concrete will be placed on top of the plug. The remaining upper'2 feet of the hole
will be backfilled with native. soil..

8. Backfill Pit -. the drill pit will be backfilled With s•ubgoil so' as not to allow the
displacement of drilling fluid from the pit: The temporary fence will be permanently
rembved once the pit is backfilled. After the'pit is backfilled and the fence removed,
the topsoil will be evenly..applied over the excavated area. b "

9. Seeding - surface preparation and reseeding will ocdur at the next available time period
appropriate for planting.
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LQD (11/09) - Response partially acceptable. The discussion provided in LC's comment
response should be incorporated into Section OP 2:12 of the permit. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - The information has been incorporated into Section OP 2.12 as
requested.

LQD (3/10) Response partially acceptable. Please add a description of surface preparation
and seeding.. The broadcast seeding and hand-raking procedure currently in'use on the site
does not appear to be achieving reclariation success. Please include somesort of*
mechanical scarification or disking to level the sites and prepare a suitable seedbed. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC 6/10 - The basis for the reviewer's statement" that' "The broadcast seeding
and hand-raking procedure currently in use on the site does not appear to be achieving
reclamation success" is unclear. LC ISR, LLC had not been informed by LQD that the
seeding methods used under the. DN were not achieving reclamation success until receiving
this round of comments. In fact, during the most recent field inspection (February 24,
2010) the LQD Project Manager told the reviewer that re-Vegetation at Lost Creek had
been successful (paraphrased).

Experience has shown that. the use of a seed drill .in a small area can cause unwarranted
damage to surrounding sage brush due tI thte turnifig radius of the equipment and the low
clearance. Therefore, broadcast seeding and raking has become the method of choice when
reclaiming small areas such as drill pits. 'Ha'nd broadcasting and raking4-s-more time
intensive but has been shown to be successful.

Section OP 2.12 is not intended to discuss re-vegetation methods in detail since its focus is
on drilling. However, RP 4.5 provides a detailed discussion on re-vegetation including
contouring, top soil placement, scarification, and seeding methods. A cross-reference to
that section has been added at the end of Sections OP. 2.12.1 and OP 2.12.2.

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. Revegetation on drill sites at the Lost Creek site
has not been particularly. successful to date. This appears to be due to inadequate topsoil
salvage from the entire drill site and inadequate revegetation pradtices. Specific proe~dures
need to be described in the permit to assure more successful reclamation of drill sites. LC's
response references 'section RP 4.5 of the reclamation plan. This section of the'reclamation
plan does not specifically address drill sites. Please add further detail specific to drill sites,
including plans for: 1.) topsoil salvage from all areas that will be substantially affected (by
repeated traffic or by burial with overburden), 2.) disking or scarification to prepare a
seedbed, and 3.) drill seeding, or if broadcast seeding is used, light harrowing to cover the
seed. (MM)
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OP-1.19) LOD (1/09) - The operations plan should include a section detailing procedures and a
schedulefor locating, investigating andproper&ly abandoning all historical drill holes on
the permit area. (MIM)

LC TSR, LLC (10/09) -Please see Response to Comment V5, #84.

LQD (11/09) -,Response not acceptable.. The issue of how to address old abandoned drill
holes is one that will obviougly require dontfinuing evalhiio0'n and discussion. Questidns
relatingto who is responfsibe, for thfe'6Ildthb-les are irrelevant'Vt this point.' We are not
blaming LC for the exist eiceor the 6oftition ofth~ hple. WxVbiildriot be askino eC to
plug the holes, except for the fict that LC is'iopo~ingaii ISf:1•erationoffa site that
resembles Swiss cheese. ISL operators are responsible for controlling their production
fluids and for restoring the grdundwater afrected •5, thejii operations. We'believe'that'the
old improperly abandoned dnil holes will seriously impa-ir these effIrts and thuis" affect
LC's. ability to conduct a success•ful opei-ati6n. LQD cannotfignore this issue. We •
acknowledge that locating old abandoned drill 1h6les isprobleimaticiand that efforts :,.
involving extensive surface disturbance are not desirabl'& L.QDwill continu" 'to evaluate
information '(e.g.ýýump tests) as itbecomes available.it is hoped that-we-ca ijointly arrive
at a reasonable approach to address the problem. (MM)' '

LC ISR, LLC(2/1_0)_ Please see Response o Commen.t V.5;*84 '...

...LOD O3/10 This remains 4n opern item. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see Response to Commeint dht'6Pr,84.

L QD (7/10) Thisr reinai n ns itehit

***This concludes the commi-enits, on the OERATIONS 'PLANN the MAIN Permit
Document

,NOVEMBER 2009 - NEW LQD.COMMENTS ON -THE.MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

NC1) LQD (7/10) .Th is item" is resolved. The text in 5ec16ohi2.3-l in Attach.entO.P-6 has
been changed to read as requested, (MLB for SP)'

NC4*) LQD (7/10).- This item is resolved. The title of Table 'OP-A6- has been cdrected as
requested. (MLB for SP)

* *This concludes the review of NEW COMMENTS(from November 2009) oIthe Main

Permit Document*****
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FEBRUARY 2010 -LQD COMMENTS, ON THE MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, RELEVANT TO
THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

MU1-4) LOD (2/10) - The following comment was part of the permit application review, and the
response from LC indicated that it would be addressed through the Mine Unit Package
submittal. Figure OP-2a Site Layout.: A much more detailed Mine Plan, map will need
to be included in the permit. It should indicate all roads, fencing, topsoil pile locations,
stormwater diversion structures, chemical storage areas, lay down yards, easements,
utilities, pipelines, monitorwell locations, air andweather monitoring stations, etc.
There should bde one comprehensive map that indicates where any surface disturbance
'or feature is planned. (AB) Figure' MU1 1-3 Surface Facilities provides details for the
AMine' Unit, but greater detail is required as listed below:

A larger scale map (e.g. 1" 100)
All pipelines, powerline, roads, fencelines, staging areas, culverts and topsoil stockpiles
(some of these are already included)
The proposed layout of the we[lfieldprbduction and'monitoring wells (The Division is
interested in how the proposed welfied'layout illddress the fault zone)The wellfeid layo~utfs-hozld indticate wAich td' .H•J, MHJ, or LHJ) is bein'g mined or

monitored based on screened interval)" , .....
.The temhporary vs. long'teri dit•bancees ass~ctiaitwidth it/e'wdthflfieId should be

distinguished iv(ellpad, heade :h u~e pzfiilihe• 'utilii'es) ''
The primary, secondary, and 2-track r6oad sheudd be •npedLouit. (The Division is
interested in how the proposed layout •will 'min.imize .u.ace dis ba.c...'.ddtravel
ways) (ABJ)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - As outlined below, LC ISR, LLC believes that. the information
requested in this comment has been provided to WDEQ-LQD' in:- the' main permit
document; the original MU1 application; or the updates to MU1 per these responses.
As outlined below, the rest of the information has been provided in as much detail as
possible priori to installation of the production and injection wells..-Therefore the
requested map has, n6t b6en included with this submittal.

Figure MU1 1-3 provided in the MU1 application shows' the locations of the following
'items:

'" The main wellfield trunkline (pipeline);
" Powerlines;
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* The fence surrounding the wellfield;
* The main access road, roads located within the wellfield and existing two track roads

. inside the monitor well ring;.
Staging area;

• Culverts; and
* Topsoil stockpile locations.

There will not be a chemical storage. area, weather station, or air'monitoring station
within MU 1.

Figures MUI 5-1 through MU 1 5-4, which rplaced Figures MUI 5-1 and MU1 5-2,
provide additional information on the prop'dsed la' out of the pattern areas and monitor
wells, along with information on which sands are being minied and how the perimeter
monitor wells are screened to monitor the those 'sands. Additionally, a discussion of the
proposed pattern layout, which addresses monitoring across the Lost Creek Fault
through the use of overlying and underlying monitor wells, has been added to Section
5.2.1 of the MU1 Application.

The information that has not and cannot be provided' prior to the actual installation of
the production and injection wells is th.Ielayout of" travel ways within the ldtter areas.
The. trayel ways used for, the * onstruction and'. operati6ri of. the. mine unit will be

developed in accordance with the guidance provided mi Section OP 2.6 (kRads) of the
.main permitdocument:. This typ.e, of detailed info iin has never 'been presented in a
mine unit package, ,before the wells are instal.ed, siiply because it'is ndo possible to
determine this amount, of detail ntfil the work begins. At that time, the engineers and
geologists, actually walk the pattern area and stake well1locations based on the most up-
to-date surface and subsurface information. Even as the wells are-,installed, the
information obtained from the early wells may influence the locations of the later wells.

S ,For this reason, LC ISR, LLC prespented a generic wellfield layout on Figure OP-6b of
the main permit document,

. adcsn topsoil management, which includes long-term ad short-term topsoil

protection, is provided in Section OP 2.5. (Tiopso~il Management) of the main pernit
document. Also, a discussion of vegetation prot~ecqtiql ýdpiring wellfield :costruction isprovided in Section OP 2.7 (Vegetation Protection and Weed Contrdl) of the main

permit document. The amount of topsoil disturbance for the facilities shown on Figure
MUI 1-3 is provided in Table MU1 3-f of the Mine Unit 1 Application and is allocated
by short-term and long-term stockpiles. 'Also provided in Table MU1 3-2 of the Mine
Unit 1 Application is the amount of vegetation disturbance for the facilities shown on
Figure MUl 1-3.
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LC ISR, LLC will not construct a sedimentation pond or other permanent structures as
sediment control measures for MU1. LL ISR, LLC will use alternate sediment control.
measures in accordance, with WDEQ-LQD Guideline #15. Since the area surrounding
the mine site is relatively flat-lying, LC ISR, LLC will use sediment control features
such as silt fences and hay bales appropriately placed for erosion control. The locations
of these sediment control units will be determined during construction.

LQD (4/10) - Response not acceptable. Due to potential changes in the as-built lay out
of the well field during construction, the operator is reluctant to provide the level of
detail requested. Much of the layout indicating ;soil and vegetation disturbance is
outlined in Figure OP -6b. This schematic does not provide a true picture of the
disturbed area within a typical pattern area. -Please revise the schematic to show the
• total disturbance .associated with each drill site, 'not just the mud pit. In addition, the
trench layout is shown as a line on the drawing yet the actual width of disturbance
associated with a 3' wide trench is more likely 20' wide. (given a 3:1 angle of repose
for the topsoil and subsoil piles, as opposed to vertical). The actual footprint of these
disturbances should be indicated on a revised Figure OP-6b and the square footages and
percentages of disturbance re-calculated.."

The attached site map (enclosure) of Mine .Unit O•e. is representative of the disturbance
prior to any header houses, roa or pipehi.nes anid is indicative of how signficant the

surface impacts willibe. Althoumhlon: !adht t~nm distiirliances are'broken out
separately on Figure OP- 6b,t the r.V'n-the sbirt term disturbances will have

long termn impacts due to the time it taks toaqh.r.ecaatin succes,.

-The l"=100' map indicating the proposed lay.out 6f the well'field and fhe disturbances
associated within the wellfieldi s still requested. in additionto the proposed wellfield
layout,.the existing disturbances caused by the exploration holes will also need to be

. indicated on the map. This map, will need to also include the fencing around the large
staging area, and the 2-track around the monitor wrell ring. Iii addition, the current
staging area on the eastern part of the mine unit already appears to have approximately
an acre or more of disturbance, far greater an area than that depicted on Figure MUl l-
3. The justification for this was presented in the March 11, 2010 clarification of
comment letter. The as-built version of this map will then need to' be included in the
Annual Report each year. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The original intent of Figure OP-6b was o show'how operations
will be designed in a generic sense. In fact, the actual wellfield layout will not be as
symmetrical as that shown in the figure. Given the size of the equipment, used, current

- state of knowledge and the densiiy of drilling, it is impossible to define at this point in
time where all disturbance will be other than to say that disturbance from construction
and operations will be limited generally to the pattern area and utility rouites..,
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Pursuant to. guidance provided by LQD during §everal meetings and correspondence,
LC ISR, LLC commits to' maintaining the level of total disturbance from construction
and operations to less than 50% of the area within each respective mine unit monitor
ring. For example, the* area within the mohitor ring boundary of Mine Unit 1 is 212.8
acres while the entire proposed pattern area, including isolated areas where no wells are
planned, covers 45.6 acres. Therefore, if 100 percent of the proposed wellfield pattern
area is distui•bed (includ ing isolated areas where no 'wells are planned), •the, disturbed

area will only equate to 21% %of tihe area within the monitor ýwell ring." It' is worth
pointing ou~t that if L'C TSR,-LC applied'conv-entiohal open pit mining techniques, the
area of the Mine Unit 1 pit would be on ithe order of 200 acres plus afew hundred acres
of overburden piles arid tailings. It'is 'incleair why LQD continues to require such fine
detail for thiss ISR permit' to mine when LC, ISR, LLC has already made significant
commitments ýt minimize disturbance.

LC ISR, LLC recognizes'there are two types of disturbance associated ,vith'mine unit
construction and operation. Those disturbances that'are transient (temporary, minor) in
nature and those disturbances that are long-term and repetitivXe in nature. Examples of
,transient disturbance include: drill pits;, pipe lines; two-track roads; off road vehicle
traffic, power-iihe.' installation; 'and installation' of fences, ' Examples of long-termn
disturbance include: piý•imnry and secohidary ro'ads; .header houises; and lay-down areas.

r I -tong-en disti5rinces .are planh'd,"iop'soil 'will,'be properly=e-'v ion .or', On-: I'm.. ic.. e... .. ; . . .. e-

and' stored ".until 'reclamatioh' (Sections'"OP' 2.5'a il'd ,RP'4:-5) Interim
vegetation- Wxill be" established"if ilati:ve 'v,;getution is damnaged, during -construction or
operational activities (Section OP 2.7). Regardless of the nature of the disturbance,
,transient or' lon-teim, al 'disturbance iil:lfbe recla'inied' during, dedofimissioning of the

.. area.

L.C ISR, LC bSlideves that the long-term removal 'Of tdpsoiflhfi -areas' with transient
distusrbance would create signi'ficant problems with interm-stablhzation of subsoil,
which in turn would result in challenes with arboone particulat'e and sediment loading
"of drainages. LC ISR, LLC undersfands'.LQD~s' concein With top'soil eonY1action but

the saridy ndture of 'the topsoil at Ldst Creek will mini huize compaction. LC ISR, LLC
believes the most pr`otective '.method" for soil' management,' related to transient
disturbances; is to leave the topsoil and root systems in place. 'This is consistent with
current. practices at. existing ISR facilities in Wyoming as well as direction from a
previous WDEQ Director (Dennis Hemmer letter to PRI, September 14,1998).

Injlight of.the above discussioni, as Well as clarification 'letters from LQD, LC ISR, LLC
.does not propose to amend Figure MUl 1-3 dt'this time as originally requested in the
February 2010 comenents f'rom LQD." The response to: item 5 should also be reviewed
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in response to this item. LC ISR, LLC would like to hold additional conversations with
LQD with regard to revising Figure 0P-6b and inclusion of a 1"=100' map.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved pending further discussion. (AB)

MU1-5) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. LC has revised the text in Section OP 3.3 to be
consistent with the text in Section OP 3.6.1. (BRW)

MU1-6) LOD (2/10).- Neither the mine permit application nor this first'mine unit package
provide a thorough assessment of the projected impact of the operation on regional
water resources or plans to mitigate such impacts. Please reference comment no. OP-
105from the 11/20/09 review (W.S. §35-11-428(a)(ii)(B) and WS. §35-11-
428(a)(iii)(E)). Additionally, WDEQ/LQD Non Coal R&R's Chapter 11 Sec 4(a)(x)(F)
-requires. the following to be provided in the Mine Unit Package: Expected changes in
pressure, native groundwater displacement, direction of movement of injection fluid and
a drawdown projection, including a map, which describes the extent of groundwater
drawdown in theore zone aquifer for the life of the first wellfield, through restoration.
And the MU I package must address the ROI in overlying and underlying aquifers.
Several comments in this review have addressed portions of these requirements.
However, LQD expects the entire suite of requirements in Chapter 1], Sec 4(a) (x)(F).
and W.S. §35-1.1-428(a)(ii)(B) and W.S. §35,1'428(a) (iii)(E )to be addressed in the
MU] Package.'8s(MM, BRW)

* "ýiný'duringuary 5'2
LC ISR, LLC (3/10),- Per the discusslop dunng the ebru.ar 25'200rieeting between
WDEQ-LQD and LC ISR, LLC, LC iSR, LLC believes the Response to Comment V5,
RP#5 and the associated changes to Section. OP 3.6.3,3, submitted in February 2010,
address this comment as well. LQD will review that information in relation to this
comment.

LQD (4/10)_- Response partially. acceptable. The reviewers will await acceptable
responses to Master Permit Comments OP-111 and RP'-5..(BRW)

LC TSR, LLC (6/10) - Please refer to Responses to Comments OP #111 and RP #5.

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. Please see Comment RP-5. (BRW)

MUI-8) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The text has been revised as requested. (BRW)

MUI-11) LQD (2/10) Section OP 3.2.2.2 in the main permit discusses the use of observation
wells in situations where multiple ore horizons will be produced. No observation
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wells are described in this mine 'unitpackage, even though there are several locations
where multiple ore horizons are being developed. Please address. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - LC ISR, LLC will incorporate existing wells HJMU-101 and
HJMU-1 10 into the MUl monitor well system as observation wells. These wells will
be used as observation wells by taking water level measurements -at' a frequency as
discussed in Attachment OP-8 of the mauinpermit document. The data will be reported
to the WDEQ-LQD. The locations of these wells are shown on Figure MUl 4-1, and
initial water levels are showri 6on Table MUl. 4-31 A, discussion of the use of these
Wells hasSbeen included in Seciin •.2. f of the MU! applicati6n (see Response to

Comment MU I #2 2 .3),

LQD (4/10) - Response not acceptable." Lost Creek'makes brief reference to the use
of 6bseivation wells and "permanent piezometers in section 1.2'.3 iiiAttdchment OP-2,
Summary of Engineering Controls: 'However, aside fro'thte two pre-existing wells
mentioned in ithe aboV!e respionse, there are no definite plans provided for any such
wells to be installed in mine unit'#1.W' LQD hasrepeatedly expressedconcerns
regarding issues of confinement ýndicontriol of producti-onfluids. It is incumbent on
' Lost Creek to dembristrate hov4 eng'ieerifig controls' willbe used to' prevent the
movement of production fludids''intoji'hautliorized zones. Specific commitments for
the installation and use of observatin wells and" eriianent piezometers would be

helpful in this demonstration. This is particulaiily trueiri areas whetr6 there'are stacked
ore zones and the monitor well ring wells are not monitoring all of the appropriate
zones. See comment no. 33,nr. f. fher discusson.G\(M)

LC ISR. LLC (6/10) 'LC ISR, LLCis expanding the-informatidn in Attachment
OP-2, including descriptionf othe technically justifiable method 'or when and where
to use observation monitor wells when there is juxtaposition of th-e production zone
and an overlying or underlying, aquifer. The results of this effort were not finalized at
the time this response was submitted but will be provided as soon as possible. (See
also Comments MU1-20b and 20e,M 1jl-24, and MU1-33.)

LQD (7/10)- This remains an open item pending the submittal *of revised
Attachment OP-2. (MM)

MU1-20) LQD (2/10) - Please describe how water level monitoring data will be collected and
evaluated in the iarious operational situations. 'For'example:

b., Section OP 3.6.3 in the main permit document states: "The water level changes,
including both the drciwdown 'ind .ioun'dingfiron p&6duction and inijection,
respectively, 'will be evaluated to miinimize inteiference among the mine units and
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to determine cumulative drawdown. :" How will the data be evaluated? (MM,
BRW).

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - Water level data will be evaluated using a "rose" diagram as
discussed in Section 1.2.3 of Attachment OP-2 to evaluate interference among
mine units.

LQD (4/10) - Response not acceptable - LC irndicates that water level data will be
evaluated using a Rose Diagram. However, the text provided does not give an
indication as to the frequency at which the evaluation will be performed and what
magnitude of change triggers a reassessment of and associated readjustment of
injection and production rates. Please also see Comment #33. (BRW)

LC ISR. LLC (6/10) -Section OP 3.6.4.2 Excursion Detection states that:

"Excursion detection will consist of sampling the monitor wells at least twice per
month, and no less than ten days apart, and analyzing the samples for the UCL
parameters." and "Water levels will be measured at the same frequency as the
monitor well sampling."

The frequency of evaluation will be consistent with the ,frequency of sampling and
water level. data collection. In otherwords, it will occur at least twice per month.
The magnitude. of change which wil trigger an action is somewhat subjective. A
,change in water level will be relative to, operational activities such, as the start up
or shut down of a header house or a pump test in an adjacent mine unit. Basic to
the review is the baseline water level data and, more importantly, the trending of
the. water levels. Irrespective of operational activities, the reyiewer will look for
significant changes in water level (approximately 10 feet or more) that continue
for, more than one sampling cycle.

The ',Rose Diagram" provides a quick, visual method to. accentuate these changes
over time and aids the reviewer~in identifying anomalous regional trends. Changes
will trigger a review of operational activities within the area of interest and a
possible modification of operating flow rates and pattern balance.

LC ISR, LLC is expanding the information in Attachment OP-2, and the above
description will be incorporated into the updated version. The results of this effort

-were not finalized at the time this response was. submitted but will be provided as
soon .as possible. (See also Comments MUl-11, MUl-20e, MU1-24, and
MU1-33). . ,
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LQD (7/10) - Response partially acceptable. The reviewer understands that
monitoring wells will be sampled and water levels procured on a bi-weekly basis.
However, the text does not indicate that an analysis (e.g., Rose Diagrams, etc.),
beyond a single well evaluation of level and quality will occur. It is possible that
full analysis of the results may be inferred from the text, but nothing more. The
reviewer awaits the submittal of a revised Attachment OP-2 before making a final
determination. (BRW)

e. Section 5.1.3 (page-MU1-25) states: "Sudden increase in water levels in overlying
and underlying aquifers may be an 'indication of casing failure, in a production,
injection or monitor well." Ae there other possible explanations, s.uch as
improperly plugged drill holes? Please describe the likely scenarios and how these
will be addressed if increases in water levels are detected.5 13' 2' (MM, BR W)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) - LC ISR, LLC does not believe that a sudden increase in
water levels in overlying and underlying monitor wells would generally be caused
by an improperly plugged drill hole. It is more likely that steady increases in
water levels would occur due to an improperly plugged borehole. Therefore, LC
ISR, LLC believes that the only credible scenario that would result in a sudden
increase in water levels is a casing failure in a production, injection or monitor

* well. Increased water-levels in overlying and-underlying monitor wells, regardless
ofperceived'dausxe 6is how suddnrfly it'occufiueddjwo-ld'result in an investigation to

* deterhiie the ý'useK-`Pi&a'b•§ssee Sectibni P.2.3 "of Attachfment'OP-2 for a responseto ; chn •sifi Witer s-1 if6ve'cly ing
to cnanges a terl ifs ryig and'ufiderlying monitor wells.

LOD: (4/10) 9 R'sponse ndt ac'eofable - LC has provid•d several courses of action
that rriaybe implemented to veverse Water level changes that indicate that the
'potential for excursion exists. All of the proceduies presented appear to be valid
approaches to rectify the problem.' The reviewers realize that there 'are a host of
potential causes to water level rise and there is some "trial and error" associated
With r-ectification, but it would, "se'dm that a more systematic approach to the

solution would makethe most sense. In'6ther words, a particular condition is the
most common cause of problems with water level rise, so this becomes the starting
pointfor'the effort. Pleasetake the-sol'uti6fis presented-in Section 1.2.3 of
Attachment OP-2 and develop a systematic approach for the remediation of
changes in water levels. Please also see Comxment #20b.. (BRW, MM)

LC ISR, 'LLC (6/I 0) - The"attached flowsheet details the typical process involved
* in evaluating water level changes in 'the m onitor well ring. This will become part
of Attachment OP-2 when it is resubmitted. (See also Comments MUI- 11, MU1-
20b, MU1-24, and MU1-33).
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LQD (7/10) - Response partially acceptable. The reviewer awaits the submittal
of a revised Attachment OP-2 before making a final determination. Please note,
the reviewer has looked at the attached flow chart that is to be incorporated into
the revised Attachment OP-2. As the reviewer believes was stated in meetings and
other correspondence, the WDEQ/LQD has a problem with using the term
"significant change". It is understood that there is variability in the wellfield and
0.75' feet of change in a given well may be substantial and require attention while
3.5' of change in another be attributed to background noise and not a major cause
for concern. Thus,- there is .nc enforceability with this..terminology, which is not
acceptable, and' conversely. it is understood that utilization of a single prescribed
value, such as 4.0' feet is not'realistic., Perhaps a better way to look at the subject
is in terms of baseline, water surface. elevation because once baseline, elevation is
exceeded then there is the potential for production fluid to migrate. Please,
consider the above in the rewrite of Attachment OP-2. (BRW)

MU1-22) LOD (2/10) - Section 5.1.4: This section explains that the monitoring well ring
distance was chosen to be 500'. in, the fall pf 2.008 because it was considered industry
standard. Subsequent to the construction of the monitor well ring, the November and
December 2008pump tests were conducted. The results of the.pumpftests showed a
minimum ROI after two days ofpumping of approximately 2,600 feet (North Pump
Test). The conclusion was, essentiaqIy hat qaiy,. 0,reater, than;500feet would render
the ,500' monitor well ri g.yaib e;joweveqr,..uidlelie 4 ; asks thqc.;he@ lqation of the

Monitoring wells be based omngradqeneqconsiderations,dispersivity ofrecovery fluids,
the initial excursion recover., measures. e qnpoyedby,the opera~or, •he normal mining

. operational flare, ,and the recoverabilitywith, t,, allowable; regulator time frame.

Monitor well~locations should be based ona groundwaterfiow model or other
technically justified methods. Please provide a scieniific, site spqcificjustfication for
the monitor well spacing. (MLB, AB)

LC ISR, LLC.(3/l0) -,As discussed in Response to Comment MUI #9, installation of
the monitor well ring, including well spacing, was discussed with.LQD staff during a
meeting on June 25, 2008. The.approval to install the. monitor wells was received and
bond posted pr'iorto installation (see Update 3 of DN334 which was approved on May
14, 2008 in a letter from Don McKenzie). Approval of the plan was included with the
approval of the Revision to Update 4 for Drilling Notification No. 334DN which was
received on.. October 23, 2008. Therefore, based on this* approval, the perimeter
monitor wells -were installed: At. that time, two regional pump tests had been
conducted; therefore, information :on aquifer characteristics and anticipated well
responses was available.
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The MU1 pump tests confirm that the well spacing is appropriate in that all of the
wells responded to pumping, as discussed in Response to Comment MU1 #16. (In
some cases, the response was greater than required for other ISR operations.) Based
on the discussion in Section 5.1.4 of the Mine Unit 1 Application concerning the
radius of influence and the lack- of the influence on groundwater flow due to
paleochannels within the HJ Horizon LC ISR, LLC believes that the spacing of the
monitor wells is appropriate for MUi1. . .

LQID (4/10) - Response not accept.able:'5 The. LQD refers LCpersonnel.,to LQD'sclarification letter dated Marchi1 :,,2010 with regard to the pertinence and

applicability of LQD's'approVal ofrevisions to DN 334 as' a mechanism for approval
of monitor well ring wells. LC~is'diredted to the original question which, restated, is
as followvs: :Please provide a scientific, site'specific justification for the monitor well
spacing. The justification-should iricludeGuideline 4, Section .111 C, 5(b),
requirements listed above in the original comment. (AB and MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Pursuant to the results of the May 6,-2010 meeting with the
LQD Lander Field Office, LC ISR, LLC is currenftly assembling a model to support
the placement of the monitor wells, The results of the model were not finalized at the
time this response was submitted but:Will'be provided as soon as possible.

.LQD (7/10)-: Item Un'resolved. 'Ratidnale was-pfesented to the LQD during a July 6,
`20160'. fietihg in Lafider. A•s'eries of Figures sh6wnig'the location of the wells relative
.' "to 'ea8h•.of tti6 ones in the'fou."sandg- ithin theiHJ h~rizon. 'These figures explain

the 'geometiy "b'f the"'.Well C spa'cifig and are, still thder revie:.. Beyond this
demohstratiofi, the're 'Will need! to:'b&•apresentation of'the scientific basis for the 500

''feet bnis.d"6n hydro!ogi& cofiditidns; and' notjust because it:-is the 'industry standard'.
'As stated in the original' c6iiimnent, "the location of the.'mbhitbring weells must be based
on gradient considerations, dispersivity of recdveryj fluids, the': initial excursion
recovery measures employed by the -operator, the normal mining operationalflare (the

"later•d an:d 1&erticalextend'of affrcted area under nornial operating conditions), and
the recoverability with th'e allowable 'regdidtorY' time frame. Monitor -well locations•" 'should b'ebased on a gro-undwa ter fl~w -.)nbdel or: other tech'nically justified methods.

'Please provide a scientific, site specificjustificatlon for the' mbnitor wellispacing.

During a July 20th meeting between DEQ. and EPA to discuss the approach for an
aquifer exemption, the EPA conitinued to emphasize that 'there must be a scientific

'basis' for the aquifer ex'empfion' boundary. It'was cbnveyed that 'the monitor well ring
locatioh has'a'scientific basis,' "et that information still needs to be presented for this
application. Once presented those hydrologic parameters may- then be: utilized for
establishing the aquifer exemption boundary.
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Beyond the. Monitoring Well Ring spacing of 490-500 feet, the LQD has ongoing
concerns regarding the screened intervals of the wells. As conveyed during recent
discussions, the LQD ideally would like each of the four sands monitored individually.
This is based on the way the HJ horizon has been presented as having four discrete
sand horizons, splitting rather than lumping the HJ aquifer. Screening across discrete
multiple sands creates the potential for cross contamination; dilution of a plume
limiting, its detection; the inability to determine the source of the plume; and the

. misrepresentation of each horizon in the sample depending on the pump location down
the well. The LQD and WQD are still discussing this issue iritemallY (AB)

MU1-24) LOD (2/10) - Section 5.3 The role of hiitoric drill holes needs.to bd addressed in far
greater detail than is currently provided. The late 2008 pump test results show that the
upper KM (UKM) and the lower FG (LFG) sands are hydraulically connected to the
HJ horizon. The drawdown observed in the UKM, and LFG monitoring wells during
the north and south pump tests was noted in Attachment MU] 2-1 as being an order of
magnitude less than what.was observed in the observation wells completed in the HJ
horizon (ore zone), monitoring Wells. The implication was that an order of magnitude
less. (in the vertical versus the horizontal) is somehow not a concern. It would seem
that, during a pump test, one should expect the drawdown observed in an overlying or
underlying unit to be substantiallylower than the drawdown observed within the
formation being pumped. Therefore, simply disnissing the signicance of the observed
drawdown as an '"order ofmagnitude" ;leýss" snot .acceptabli...

The reality at the LC site is that the overlying and underlyingaquifersare in
communication-with the HJ. Thisis.a considerable concern becuis'e" it eiplies that
protection of the overlying and under lying'aqiJfers is untenatble. it is unclear to this
reviewer whether the cause of communication betiween the HJ and its overlying and
underlying aquifers is due to:

1) cross fault communication,
2).void space in historic drill holes functioning as vertical conduits,-
3) gaps in the Sqgebrush or Lost Creek Shales, or
4) a combination of all three above factors.

Given the above doubts about the possibility ofprotecting the overlying and
underlying aquifers duringthe proposed solution mining at the LCproject, LC must
take greater steps to address the above listed three concerns in the Mine Unit
Package. The most glaring concern (of the three listed above) is the role of historic
drill holes finctioning as vertical conduits.

The attached table (Table 1) provides a comparison of overlying`and underlying wells
(that had one foot or greater drawdown during the pump tests) with their proximity to
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1) the fault and 2) historic drill holes. Table ] indicates that there arý at least 30
instances in which historic drill'holes have the potential to be affecting the drawdown
observed (I.e. wheie the historic drill hole may be functioning ds a conduit for vertical
communication between the HJ horizon dind the LFG and UKMId horizons).

Moreover, Table ] indicates two instances, inyvolving monitoring well MO-] 06, where
1 foot of dra'wdown was observed but thefault is a significant distance away (480)

jfrom .the well. There are two historic, drill holes that a're 50feet (TG8-f 8) and 160feet
(TG1 5-18) from the MO-i06. 'Both hisib•icd drtill hoes (TG8"d8"and TG15-18) are
open holes in the same depth where MO-106 is screened. No discussion of the
potential for TG8-]8 and TG15-]8 functioning as conduits for vertical communication
was provided inAttachment MU 2] 2 t.s expected that the role of historic drill holes.

be more ihoroughlj' addressed'in the'context of the' draw'doien observed during the
late 2008pump tests.1 1 (MLB, BR W)

LC ISk, LLC (3/0') - Theie are select locations where responses greater than one foot
of drawdown have been observed at'overlying'or"Underlying iri'nitor -wells during the
north and south hydrologic; iests. * LC SkL ` is continuing to investigate each of
those locations to ddetermine if the 'caus'eof hydraulic communication is likely to be a
historic borehole or local ihinninig of a co6nfiing 'unit: To date, there is no direct
evidence th.'atIi a band 6.ned hor'b qle hb'zcre.ated'dan artificiWl. pathway. at the Lost
Creek site. Two 'w\iS-ihsfallddb•'L I'SR LLC th't"were deterýnined ýo have been
damaged-may have resulted in temporarily, establishing hydraulic communication
betweenr!the Pf6oductfii Zoneb and overlying or iunderlying units.(e:.g. Well MU-108).
Thosewalls have been abandoned. * LC fsk, LiC'has -tas6 66m11mitted .to attempt to
locate, and aband'nbri all histofi bo'i ol wiihih Mul' (as'well as the entire Permit
Area). Many historic boreh6les Itave already beeni abandoned.

Regardless of the cause of the hydraulic communication, LC ISR, LLC will conduct
adequate monitoring during ISR operations to*,ensure that' a vertical excursion into the
overlying or underlying aquifers is .promptly deteected and that appropiriate corrective
actions are applied to prevent los's of fluids and impacts'to overlyi;g anid underlying
aquifers. Should an excursion be'defected:, LC ISR, LLC {&ill' engage in recovery and
restoration operations, as required to return water quality in the affected aquifer to pre-
mining conditions. "

The 6th bullet undei the Executive Summary of Attachment M '- 1 2 w Was revised to
read: . . " . .

"Responses in the overlying and underlying -aquifers were minor and an order of
magnitude lower than responses obseirvd in the HJ Horizon. Additional evaluation as
to the cause of the responses is being conducted. LC ISR'is pursuing the proper
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plugging and abandonment of historic wells to mitigate the potential for
communication through improperly abandoned wells."

The following statement was also added as the 4 th bullet in Section 8.0 of Attachment
MUl 2-1:

"LC ISR is conducting a program of locating, plugging and abandonment of historic
wells within MUl to mitigate -the potential for hydraulic communication through
improperly abandoned wells."

LQD (4/10) - Response not acceptable - In the near future, if not already done, LC
will be submitting an application 'for an aquifer exemption for the proposed production
zone, the HJ horizon, within the permit area boundary. The exemption would allow for
the temporary degradationrof water quality within., the pr~oduction zone. Aquifers
outside the exemption boundaries must be protected from diminution of water quality;
more succinctly the measures LC will employ to prevent excursions from occurring in
fulfillment of the.requirements described in the LQD NonCoal R&R's, Chapter 11,
Section 4 (a)(xx) must be described.

As expressed during meetings and through comments, containment can be achieved
geologically and/or operationally. The intent of this comment was to clarify that
complete geological' containment. does :not ,appear. possible,. based upon the geological
and.hydrogeological investigations perforwed: to, date. At the time of the initial review,
specific to achieving operational containment,,-the only information/statements

-provided by LC were (paraphrased) "through.theuse' of engfineeringcontrols similar to
those that have been used successfully by other ISR operations." In the reviewers'
minds, this statement does not fulfill the requirements of the above cited regulation,
'which. brings us to the present.

Thank you for providing a commitment to perform an additional evaluation of the
potential causes for communication between the production and the over and under
lying aquifers and initiating a program to locate and properly/completely abandon
historic drill holes. As discusseddin the reviewer's response to Comment #32, this
effort to locate and properly/completely abandon historic drill holes should assist in
reducing the degree of communication between the production and over and under
lying aquifers.

Below are the, 3 outstanding issues (labeled a - c) pertaining to this comment and

comment #32 which has been combined with this comment. The bold faced print is
the action/response expected for each issue (a - c).

a. Please refer to Mine Unit One Comments at the end of this response document.
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b. Please refer to Mine Unit One Comments at the end of this response document.

c. There are still concerns with the role of the fault as well as potential thinning of
the shale layer that acts as an aquitard; I.e. geologic conditions that cannot be
mitigated must be dealt with from an operational standpoint. The engineering
controls discussion in:Attachment OP-2 does not provide the needed level of
techriical confidence that productionfluids will be, controlled, 'given the fault,
questionable confining layers, and presence of historic drill holes ý(ones that are not
located during LC's field inventory and abandonment effort).

The use of groundwater monitoring to detect' and~react to an excursion is not
considered an engineering control to prevent an excursion. Rather the idea is to utilize
the instantaneous flow and pressure data being collected .and sent to a central control
room to establish and-maintain a balanced well field inr6ral time. In addition, the water
lev&l' data; collected fromi interior monitoring and monitor ring wells must be used to
rfiake adjustments to production and irijectid'n flow rates as changes in water level
should be detected in advance of changes in quality. Attachment, OP-2 will need to
provide a more in depth discussion regarding the control of fluids within the
production zone. Please alg 0 see Comment #331. (BRW and MLB)

-LCISR.I•L..• L (6/J06. LC:-.ISR,:.LLC'is.• expariding.,the infornmation in, Attachment
" "":OP-2'i Th&eltts'•oftNis-e:&fortWere.ot finialized at thebiti,.methis: response was

subi•t ed--but will-be 'erovided as-so6n.-aspossible. (See..also Comments MUI-11,
MU2 nd 2.'0 e,a'and.MUdl33;): .....i

" LQD (7-/10) - Responsýýpa.rtially'acceptable: The reviewers await the submittal of a
revised Attachment OP-2 before making a final deternmination., Please- also see the
response to Mine Unit 1 - Comment # 20e. (BRW, MLB)

MUIV*1)'12 .'LOD (2/10)- FigureMUl '1-2 Location of MUI within Permit Aieas. -The footprint
of Mine Unit I does not coincide with thefobtprin' 'of Mine Unit 1 in. the Operations

Plan (Figure OP-2a) or Plate'OP-1 Site Layout. It.appeats fto now be'part of what was
origintally described as Mine Units 1, 2, and 4. Figure OP-2a and Plate OP-I (and any
other effected Figure) will need to be updated accordingly. (MM)
LCISR, LLC (3/10) - Pursuant to the discussions held during the February 25, 2010

lmeeting, 'a summary of the' Project Development has been provided in the
Adjudication volume. This summary explains how the project has - evolved from
discovery through permitting and how knowledge has changed through that process.
'The summary also describes how the areal extent of MU1 -has moved from conceptual
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in the original Permit Application to a refined area in the MUl Data Package. Both
Plate OP-1 and Figure OP-2a have been revised to show how the refined MUl area
overlays the conceptual mine unit area.

LQD (4/10) - Response partially acceptable. The project overview explains the
evolution of the project and the reasons why the mine unit boundaries have changed.
As agreed in the 2/25/10 meeting, LQD will not require that all maps in the permit be
updated to reflect the revised mine unit boundary, however Chapter 11, section
4.(a)(ii) and section 5.(a)(i) clearly 'require mining and reclamation schedules,
including maps that show tthe rimining andl re'6lamation sequence for theproposed
wellfields. Accordingly, Plates OP- and FigS. 'OP-2a and RP-2 will all need to be
revised to show the future mine units and their mining arid reclamation sequence.
(MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - LC ISR, LLC provided the information necessary to comply
with the LQD NonCoal Rules in Chapter 11i Section. 5(a)(i) in the original permit
application. However, over the 2½ year review period subsequent to the original
submission of the Permit to Mine Application, LC ISR, LLC has completed additional
drilling and refined the concepturalboundary "of the first mine unit. The revised
boundary of the first mine unit has'beeen included on Figure OP-2a and on Plate OP-1
per the request of LQD during the Febnat-y 26, 2010 Aieeting.

n eatot prcice anýo6 enalethe lpermitting process to

move forward, LC ISR, LLC proposes that future fre•,is1'ins to'; the mine unit
boundaries be updated each year as part of the Annual Report. LC ISR, LLC does not
wish its current and relevant applic&atio n docu'ment tob"ecome mired i a protracted
process of ongoing updates' with _Iwy:acquied data:. Th •• wel6 ddumented LQD

requests for data obtained post'-submittal 'have' led tolengthy and unwarranted delays
in this permitting process. (See also Co mfmients bD5 #130and'OP #11.)'

LQD (7/10) - Item is unresolved. Comment stands as written. 'Chapter 11 Sections
4(a)(ii) and' 5(a)(i) clearly require maps showiing the proposed mifiieunits and the
seqience of mining and restoration. (MM)

MU1-33) LOD (2/10) A'ttachhrnent MU] 2-1, Section 8.0, Summary and Conclusions, Bullet 3:
In the third bullet in' the list in this section, it is concluded that despite the hydraulic
connectivity revealed during the North and South Pump tests conducted in late 2008,
that engineering practic'es have been used at other ISR operations with similar
subsurface conditions to prevent lixiviant from entering overlying and underlying
aquifers.
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Merely stating that "engineering practices'? will be employed to protect the overlying
and underlying aquifer from lixiviant is not sufficient to demonstrate that the overlying
and underlying zones will be protected. W.S. §35-11-406(m)(v) states that a permit
shall not be denied except for... (one or more oj) ... the following reason(s):.

If the proposed mining operation will cause pollution of anywaters in violation of the
laws of this state or of the federal government;

To achieve thie end of demonstrating that the over!lying and underlying aquifers at the
LostCreek project will be proteciedfrom pollutiti'n in the form of lixiviant'during ISR
minIing :operations, LC .SR m!ust provide a detailed groundwater. model showing
exactly how lixiviant will be controlled by engineering practices. This discussion must
be very specific and should include volumes anticipated to be lost to the upper and
lower aquifers (based on the pump tests) and pumping rate calculdtions projected
through the life of the operation including unexpected down time from pumping. That
is, this discussion must include more than merely a commitment to maintain a "bleed"
on the operation. (MLB) ...

-1

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) Per the'discussion during the February 25', 2010 meeting
between WDEQ-LQD and LC ISR, LLC, Attachment OP-2 (Summary of Engineering
Controls) has been added to the main permit document., The focus is to identify: the
specific practices (e.g., water level measurements); 'the operational limits (e.g.,
whether the rate of change in a parameter is -of concern or an upper or lower limit);
and the responses.,

LQD (4/10) -. Response•not. accptab1e. The addition fAttaclneitOP-2 (Summary

of Engineering Controls). does not adequately addresses concerns regarding control of
production fluids., Chapter 11, section 1 0(a)(iii)arnd 11 (d)' require that the applicant

demonstrate that mining fluids can be' controlled and that movement into unauthorized
zones (excursions) will be prevented. Siirply monitoring to detect excursions is not
adequate to control or prevent the movement of fluids out of the ore zone. Lost Creek
has the..burden of showing-how the operation will. be conducted to prevent excursions.
It appears that Lost Creek is relying on the * "monitoring wells outside of the production
zone as their primary source of operational data for managing the wellfield. Chapter
11 section 14.(a)(iii)(A) requires semi-monthly monitoring of the fluid levels in the
production zone, yet there is no discussion of this in Attachment OP-2. Given the
marginal ore zone confinement. at this site, it is appropriate for LC to directly monitor
the water. levels in the production zone. There are 13 existing MP wells in the
production zone that would serve, this purpose. It is requested that these wells be
included in the monitoring program. 1
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Attachment OP-2, Summary of Engineering Controls, does not provide sufficient.
detail as to how the wellfield operations will be managed'to prevent excursions.
Figures QP-A2-1 and OP-A2-2 show examples of "mounding" conditions in a monitor
ring well. An approximate 6 foot rise in water levels is shown in a time plot chart and
in a monitor ring "rose" chart. Such examples are helpful but much more discussion is
needed. There is no discussion of how and when such charts would be-prepared and
evaluated. The monitor wells are only sampled on a twice-monthly basis. There is no
discussion of what would be considered significant water level changes (hopefully
something less than 6 feet) that would trigger operational adjustments. There, is no
discussion of what operational measures--wduld be taken as a result of these examples.

The "rose" charts would be more useful if the charts were presented on a somewhat
larger scaled map of the wellfield rather than a circle as shown on Fig. OP-A2-2. This
would also allow for data for the interior wells to be plotted, giving a more complete
picture of the water level status in and arounid the"wellfield.

The use of observation wells and permanent piezometers has been mentioned but no
specific plans are provided for their use in mine unit #1. Much more specificity is
required to demonstrate how Lost. Creek will. control their wellfields, aside frommaintaining a bleed. (MM, MLB)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - LC ISR, LLC is expanding the information in Attachment
OP-2.; The- results 6f'this effort V'ere•hiot jflifii,•ed. it the't.inm &`this response wassubm itted but "ii o' . .... ' •...•...." 'subited utwill be proviaded as soon as lpdgs~ibh (S~ee~l~6-Cbmments MU1-1 1,

MU1-20b and 20e, and MU1-24).

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved. LQD awaits the-, submittal of the revised
Attachment OP-2 in order to adequately. -review -LC's response to: this comment.
(MLB, MM) ..-

MUI1-36) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The text in Section OP3.4 states that any new
wells installed-prior to a pump test will be sure to have MIT testing done prior to the
test. The requested change to Attachment MUl 2-1 was not made to explain that the
reason that the failure of Well MU-108 was discovered during the pump test is
because the well had not undergone MIT Testing. The Division is willing to drop this
portion of the comment since the well's failure is somewhat self explanatory and
because well MU- 108 was abandoned and a follow-up short term pump test was
conducted to demonstrate its proper abandonment. (AB)

*****This concludes the comments on the MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, relevant to the Main
Permit Document *
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FEBRUARY 2010- NEW INFORMATION PROVIDED BY LC ISR, LLC

B) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved., The reference at the end of the second- to the last

paragraph on Page 5 of Attachment OP-6 has been changed to Section 2.2.1.3 as requested.
(MLB for SP) . , .

*****This concludes the comments on NEW INFORMATION PROVIDED BY LC ISR, LLC

in February 2010*,****

MARC.H 2010 - NEW LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

NC44) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The requested changes have been made to the title
of Table OP-A6. (MLB for SP)

*****This concludes"the comments on the MARCH 20 1.0 - NEW LQD COMMENTS ON THE

MAIN PERMIT.DO CUMENT?*****-,**

APRIL 2010 -NEW LQD COMMENT, O.N,.THE- MINE,.UNIT 1 APPLICATION,,
- RELEVANT TO.THE MAIN. PERMIT DOCU;MENT.

MU1-NC-1) LOD (4/10) - Figure OP-A2-3, Schematic of Header House Instrumentation, does

".-v ' not sho'v any:cohtrolvalv es on anyof the individuaL wells.. The only control valve

thbat is ,hown is on the iijectioh. header. Is.. this .correct? Section. OP. 3,6.1 in the
main permit says that individual wellflows will be monitored an. adjusted. Please
clarify the schematic. (MM)

LCL ISR, LLC- (6/10)' -lThe purpo'seu:'of! Figure OP-A2-3 is to detail the
instrumentatio'n only. It does not; detail or show the other manual control systems
within thez header hoibses and pattern' areas.` .In additionito the instrumentation
provided in Figure OP-A2-3, the following rimanual eqilipment is planned:

Production Meter Run Equipment:
- Check valve
- Block valve
- Control valve
- Pressure Gauge
- Sample Port
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Injection Meter Run Equipment:
- Block valve

Control valve
Pressure Gauge

Section OP 3.6.1 states that:
"The production and injection wells within each header house will be monitored
individually or by production or injection headers, which are groups ofproduction
or injection wells piped together, depending on the monitoring parameter. The
instrumentation will allow: monitoring of the header house solution balance;
monitoring manifold pressures; and shutdown .offlows in the event of a piping
failure. Other instrumentation in the header house will include automatic oxygen
shut-off and leak detection."
"Allproduction and injection headers will have pressure gauges, and the pressures
will be recorded daily.

In addition, 3.6.1.1 provides the following:
3) Control and Shutdown
b) Production Systems: The main valve will be capable of being shut based on
operating conditions, i.e. sump overflow, rupturedflowline, etc. Simple systems
included in the piping include check valves to insure that pipeline production fluid
cannot enter shutdown sections ofpipe.
c) Injection Systems. Control of this system begins with the control valve where the
injection fluid enters the header house. This valve will maintain the appropriate
pressure and now for the local operating conditions as well as allow for complete
shutdown of injection. Data from the main flow line and the individual injection
wells will be transmitted to the Plant for review.

The header houses are designed to provide continuous flow data with remote shut
down of production pumps and of the injection header through the main injection
controlled valve.

LQD (7/10) - Item unresolved. Attachment OP-2 is entitled: "Summary of
Engineering Controls". The intent of this section of the permit is to clearly
describe how Lost Creek will control their fluids. It would be helpful if Figure OP-
A2-3 could be revised toshow all of the various control systems, including manual
controls. This figure is an important part of the overall picture of engineering
controls. It really would behoove Lost Creek to enhance this figure to help in this
demonstration. If Lost Creek is worried about being held to specific details, then
perhaps a note could be added to the figure stating that minor changes may be made
during installation. (MM)
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*****This concludes comments on the APRIL 2010 - New LQD Comment, ON THE

MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, RELEVANT TO THE MAIN PERMIT
DOCUMENT*****
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RECLAMATION PLAN.

JANUARY 2009 - LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

RP-5) LQD (1/09) - Please provide a hydrologic impact assessment (surface and ground
water) of the final anticipated conditions. This should include recovery times ground water,
potential changes in water chemistry, etc. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) -

Surface Water
As discussed in Appendix D6, Section D6.1.1, all of the surface water features :at the site
are ephemeral and relatively small. The' oinlyanticipated temporary impacts to the surface
water system during operations may occur along roads, where it may be, necessary to
route drainages through culverts under the roads (Section OP 2.6) or route runoff around
facilities (Operations Plan Attachment OP-4). These featuressThould not affect flow rates
or water quality because: of the low relief across, the site and the limited surface water
flows; only the drainage pattern in the immediate vicinity of the roads and structures may
need to be altered (if at all); the culverts will-be appropriately sized; and any disturbances
associated with installation of the structures will be reclaimed immediately after
installation (Section OP 2.7). The Stormwater Pollution Prevention Plan, also has
provisions for evaluating construction impacts and unanticipated impacts such as spills.
Provisions forspill detection: and response arealso addressed in Section OP 2.9.

Once reclamation of the site is completed, no permanent impacts to the surface water
system are anticipated. AS discussed in Sections RP 3.0 and, 4.0 -f the Reclamation Plan,
all 0f the -urfa 'facilities are scheduled'-fr' refmioval and reclam'ationfl The -landowner
(BLM) could request.that a road (and associated culverts) be left in place, which may
mean a permfianent change to the drainage pattern. However, by,"that time; any potential
problems withthe function' of the culvert(s) should have'been detected and repaired. As
noted above,ýany spill-ielated impacts will be addressed at the time of the-spilL

* Groundwater
Please see OP 3.1 and Response to Comment V5, OP#105.

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable. While the reviewer admits there will generally be
no measureable impacts to the surface water drainage system as described in the text above.
However, the'reviewer could not find the summary discussion provided as a' response within
the application text. The permanent postmine impoundment at.the Sweetwater Mill, whose
source of supply is -the Battle,'Springs aquifer, is not. that far away from the. proposed
operation. There is no mention as to what impacts, if any, the project drawdown may have
on 'this facility. " ' , .

Regarding ground water, LC has provided some information in response to Comment OP
#105. The majority of the response provided information could not be found in the
application text. As requested, please provide maps that illustrate projected areal extent of
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five or more feet of drawdown. Please provide an estimated recovery time and include the
methodology used to make the calculation. While the reviewer understands that wells within
one-half mile of the projected disturbance will be plugged and abandoned, there are several
wells, some of which are assumed to serve as stock water supply, that are outside one-half
mile radius, but easily within two miles of the permit area boundary. No assessment has
been provided regarding the potential impacts to these wells, nor a commitment to replace if
the well is impacted. Please make the appropriate revisions to the application text and also
see the response to Comment OP #105. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) -

Surface Water -
Section. OP 2.11 was renamed and the discussion from the above response on the limited
operational impacts to surface water has b.eenincorporated, into Section OP 2.11.1. The
discussion from the above response. on the limited reclamation impacts to surface water
was incorporated into Section RP 4.5.2. -, .

* Ground Water
:The discussion in Section OP 3.6.3.3 was updated in respoiise to.the above comment.

Ground water recovery rates are discussed in a new Section RP4.6.

With.respect to.theBLMwells, please see Comment V2, 16#30, which was resolved as
of December 2009 (letter of December 21, 2009 from A. Boyle (WDEQ-LQD) to J. Cash

(LC ISR, LLC).,- . As::.4qpa..,.of,.(thatý reso0ipton,. Monitoring- of the. wells was added to
- Attachment0P.P-&8 and. a. replacement.-e-9 itmein twas, added, to, the last paragraph of

,-. Sectidn D..3.A 2cross-ref7renqe 1to.at-c -tment has ben naddedin Section 2.11.2.2.

LQD (3/1,0) + Response not,,acceptable. Thank-you ,for adding a section to. address
Cumulative Hydrologic Impactsi to mining& There are some .incqorrect references on page OP-
57; the ifeferences- should be Section D6..3,and Plate D6-6AI rather than SectionOP .3 and
Plate OP-6A. Two approaches are presented for analyzing drawdowni within the production
zone (HJ Sand): (1) Darcy Strip, and (2) Theis Analysis and-both approaches have their
limitations. The reviewer performed independent calculations using the Theis approach and
produced estimates similar to those presented in the text.

The reviewer understands that the aquifer should be dewatered by the proposed- operation,

rather that there should only be a decline in head. Therefore,.:in theoiry, no .impact should

occur to surrounding wells. Because the formation in which the wells in the surrounding
area is unknown, -not. to mention pump elevation and capability, therecould be an impact to

-well production. Figure OP-1 0B is, not adequate to represent areal extent of potential
impacts as the location of the surrounding water resources is not illustrated. Please provide a
map similar to Plate D6-lB that illustrates areal extent of drawdown as it relates to adjacent
water resources; . , -. . . . .. , , .
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The reviewer admits the areal extent of the estimated / measured five-foot drawdown
associated with mining activity will be limited. A much greater impact will be associated
with the water supply needs for various operations at the mine. The predictions provided use
the estimated transmissivity and storativity values for HJ sand as a means of predicting
impact. The reviewer questions why this Was done when transmissivity estimates for the FG
sand (eig., approximately 300 gpd/ft) and KM sand (e.g., approximately 550 gpd/ft) are
available. Based on actual data, the estimates for areal extent of drawdown are less than
predicted. Please revise the text and estimates in Section 3.6.3.4 to reflect, to the degree
possible, the available aquifer test analysis results. (BRW)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The response has been broken down into its major components,
(numbered(a), (b), and (c)) to allow for more concise answers. (See also Comments
OP#105 and OP #114.).

a. LOD (3/10) - I paragraph.- The incorrect references have been correced.'

LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The necessary corrections have been made.
(MLB for BRW)

b. LOD. (3/10) - 2 nd. paragraph--As discussed in Section D6.3 (Groundwater Use), the

majority of the wells within three miles ofthe Lost Creek Permit Area are associated
with the Kennecott Sweetwater Mine., The foiur supply wells 'of condern with respect to
potential impacts are the 'BLM:.els', but two f these wells are shallower than the HJ
Horizon and were not in working order, when last checked. Another BLM well,' that was
recently repaired, was converted from a very deep drill hole,' and -the f6•irth well is
completed just above the HJ Horizon. With respect to mitigation measures, as discussed
in Section OP 2.11.2.2, LCISR, LLC.has committed to sampling of these w•ells and has
committed to water level measurements, ifthe ,wellhe•ad desigt' allows access. In
addition, LC ISR, LLC has committed to working'with BLM jt ensure these water
supplies are not interrupted due to the Lost Creek Project Activities. Therefore, it is not
clear what benefit would be gained from a different map.

LQD (7/10) - Response is combinedwith ihe response toitem c below.

c. LQD (3/10)- 3rd paragraph -The transmissivity Used for the drawdown assessment. for
the water supply, wells was the most conservative of the' available values, and it was
easier to run all the calculations with the same number. As noted in the above response,
LC ISR,,LLC has committed to sampling the water supply wells of concern outside the
permit boundary and working with BLM to ensure the water supplies from those wells
are not interrupted. Therefore, it is not clear what benefit would be gained from running
the calculations with less conservative numbers.

LQD (7/10) - Response not acceptable. A telephone conversation was held (between
LQD and Petrotek personnel) regarding this comment. LC's response to this comment is
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contrary to whai transpired during that telephone conversation. Some time ago the
reviewer agreed not to require LC to go through an extended modeling exercise using a
two-dimensional ground water model such as Visual Modflow. Rather, LC could take a
much simpler approach to prediction, of grofind water impacts using Big-Well Theory
(Theis analysis). The reviewer recognized and conceded -that predictions would be
conservative because there is no accounting for recharge.

The map provided, Figure OP-10b, is not acceptable as it represents nothing 'more than a
plane floating in space. In other words, there is no attachment to the Public Land Survey
System or if the grid provided actually represents a known and accepted coordinate
system. There is no 'identification of 6ther waiter resources in the area that maybe
potentially impacted.

Specific. to comments made regarding sands other than production zone and the potential
impacts of the water' supply' wells;'-again the response is not acceptable.. Sometime ago,
the reviewer agreed not to push for performing multi-well test on those aquifers above
and below the production'horizbn, the purpose' of which was to completely characterize
each of these aquifers. Estimates of transmissivity values for both the FG and KM
horizons are available from earlier single well pump tests completed by Hydro
, Engineering, yet were not even mentioned in the text. LC's response was "it was easier to
run all the calculations with the samne number". This' is anruinconvincing line o"f reasoning
for not performing a relatively simple calculatfin.' While the reviewer acknowledges that
the results produced by the gene-ic calculations are' mre conservative, some mention
should be' made concering actal, data. Pledse see the original comment (LQD '3/1.0) and
ma~kethe~apprpnate ' the text and mapping' -(BRW, MLB)

RP-14) LQD .(7/10),;- This itemi'M'e'•olve'd. The rvrision of Page 16 of 37 in Table RP-4

(Section B- Plant 'Bulding Demohitio arid DlsposaI Workslieet3) and resulting increase
in the, bond calcullation'a'ddress~es t-i• 's re6vi:eýw'e r' s 60"n- cetns (MM)

R-P-25) LOD (1/09) -Section RP 5.0 Financial Assurance. Paragraph one. Please add the cost
of groundwater' monitorihg ihdwahalysis to i"h'e list of costs. (ABý)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) , The costs associated with groundwater monitoring and analysis are
dispersed within the ekisting bond estimate 'and are not just incorporated as the 6.5% allotted
for on-site -monitoring' undefr thU Miscellaneouý Costs 'Asso'ciated with Third Party
Contractors in the Bond, Summary (Page 1 in Table IP.4). For example, in Worksheet 1
(Groundwater Restoration), -there are entries in Iteiln 'IV (Stability Monitoring)' specifically
for the samples. -collected durifig that phase and in Item 'V'(Labor), there are- costs for a
Sampler and for'a Chemist. The surety will be reviewed annually and adjusted to reflect
changes in cost and in the Project.
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LQD (11/09) -Response not acceptable. Aside from the monitoring during the stability
period mentioned in the comment response, there does not appear to be any. sampling and
analysis cost included during the active restoration phase of the operation. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Worksheet 1 of the bond calculation includes the following line items:
Groundwater Sweep

Analysis ($/KGals) $0.060 On site laboratory analysis Unit Rate
Reverse Osmosis

Sampling & Analysis ($/KGals) $0.060 Estimate Unit Rate

LQD (3/10) Response not acceptable. Please provide an itemized cost estimate for all
groundwater-analytical costs associated with the site reclamation. Including an accounting
of the various types and number of wells thaitwill be iampled, their respective sampling
frequency, number of sampling events and analytical parameters. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - A detailed list of the sampling costs for each phase of restoration was
performed at the WDEQ's request. That list has been incorporated into the Surety Estimate
in Table RP-5.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved. Section RP 5.0 still needs to be revised to address
the requirements and costs associated, with groundwater monitoring of the site from the,.
potential timeframe of forfeiture at full production, to full site restoration. (AB)

Additionally, Table RP-5 (page 1 of 11) details the analytical costs associated with site
reclamation, however the listing does not appear to. be complete. Some discussion of time
frames is needed to explain the discrepancies between this table and the reclamation timeline
shown in Figure RP-4. The list of wells does not appear to be complete; for example,
regional wells and public wells are.not included. Sampling during the recirculation and
stability phases is not included. Please expand on'this table to covedr all groundwater
sampling and analysis for the entire reclamation period. A isd6 plea se clarify where these
costs appear in Table RP-4. (MM)

RP-26) LMD (1/09) - Table RP-4 Reclamation /Restoration Bond Estimate. Groundwater
sampling and analysis could be conducted for many years, and should not be handled as an
overhead cost of 0.5%, but as a separate line item in the bond estimate. Please indicate the
initial number of monitoring wells that will be in place at the initial start-up of the mine and
calculate. their cost for sampling'and analysis based on real costs. (AB)

LC ISR, LLC (10/09) -,Please see response to previous comment.

LQD (11/09) - Response not acceptable..See comment no. 25 above. (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (2/10) - Please see response to previous comment.

LQD 3/10) Response not acceptable. See-comment no. 25 above. (MM)
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LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - Please see response to previous comment.

LQD (7/10) - This item is unresolved. Groundwater monitoring and analysis has
reportedly been added to Table RP-5, the Reclamation Cost Estimate. This Table only
assumes the monitoring well ring wells, deep disposal well, storage pond, and four storage
pond wells will be monitored for 0.3 years, or four months. There is no continued
monitoring of overlying, underlying or production aquifer wells. Groundwater monitoring
will be required from the time the bond would be.forfeited to the time that the site has ended
stability monitoring and is approved for full restoration. Please add the additional wells,
reasonable maintenance of the wells and pumps, MIT Testing, the labor cost associated with
sampling and maintenance of the wells. The time required to release the. site from full
operations mode to the end of s~tability monitoring should be outlined. Also, refer to
response in RP-25.' (AB, MM)

RP-27) LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. The addition of.text to Table RP-3 and in Section
RP 4.5.4 adequately addressed this reviewer's concerns. (MM)

RP-28) LQD (7/10) L This item is resolved. Please seethe response to Operations Plan
Comment #19. (BRW)

*****This concludes the Comimefitsb .on the RECLAMATIQNPLAN in the MAIN Permit
... . ' :" " . . .. !"•)': :;D oburm'ent***** ." ,' .-: ,_2., ,"; ., - •

FEBRUARY 201.,0- ,LQD COMMENTS, ON THE MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, RELEVANT-TO

.THE MAIN. PERMIT D.OCUMEN . .T

MU1-7) LQD (7/10) -Item will be dropped as it is being handled under Comment MUl-
25b. (BRW)

'-Mu1-25) LOD (2/10) - Section 6.1l:: Please provide an updated pore volume calculation,
- specific to Mine, Unit #1, including an.evaluation of all of the inputs and assumptions

used in the'calcuitation, based on ,currently. available information: Particular
attention should be focused on the thickness and spatial distribution of the ore
horizons and calculation- of an appropriate-flare factor. TIhe MU] PV calculation in
section 6.].] assumes an average ore zone thickness of 12 feet. This does not appear
to be an appropriate value given:that the average screened interval in the 13:ore zone
monitor wells (MP wells, which will be utilized as injection and production wells) is
17feet. It is also noted that section; OP 1.2 in the mine perni it document (bottom of
page OP-3) states that the MHJ mineralized zone is about 30ft. thick Data should be
provided to define the ore zone thickness in mine unit #1. Additionally, 'it should be
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noted that the mine-unit-specific water balance and mining/restoration schedule may
be affected by a change in pore volume.2,28 (MM)

LC ISR, LLC (3/10) -The surety estimate submitted to WDEQ-LQD in February 2010
(Table RP-4) totaled $7,532,329 and included the most current estimate of the number
of MU1 patterns. and size of that pattern area at that time. It was also based on
complete installation of MU1 within the first year. Table RP-4 of the main permit
document and Section OP 6.1.1, have been updated to reflect the most recent
information. As outlined below under the discussion of 'Area', the number of patterns
has changed, and the approach to determining the size of the pattern area has also been
changed to better account for stacked ore zones. In addition, it has been determined
that only half of MUl could be installed within the first year.

Area: is the. area of the patterns projected to the, grourid surface. It is used in the pore
volume calculations, but because of the presence of 'stacked' ore, it must be adjusted
in those calculations to account for pattern overlap. The surety estimiate was originally
based on 180 patterns at 9,000 sq. ft. per pattern or 1,620,000 sq. ft. total. However,
the pattern overlap within the HJ Sand was not taken into account in this approach.
The updated estimate ,includes 241 patterns, and.the actual surface area is 1,611,720
sq. ft. However, to account for pattern overlap in the pore volume calculations, it is
has been assumed that the, area is larger, i.e., the area of each pattern is taken into
account in the pore volume calculation, even if it is stacked with another pattern. With

•this approach, the total-MU1 total area has been revised to 2,115,594 sq. ft.. The surety
estimate and schedule will be modified on an -annual basis, and the estimated areal
extent will be updated as necessary. .. *. .

Thickness: .is.,,estimated to be, 12 -feet based on, preliminary estimates for pattern
completions. The average completion thickness for the MP moiitor well's in MUl is
•-17 feet. The MP monitor wells completions are :considered .,gross' completions and
are designed to capture all the ore in the immediate production horizon. The MP
monitor wells also tend to be in the thickest part o±- the ore to insure water quality
samples indicative of.the ore zone. Therefore, these monitor well completion intervals
are expected to be, thicker, than many of the actual' production and injection well
completions because many -of the production 'and injection' wells are located on the
'fringes',of the ore where the ore 'thickness is less. Because of the range of ore
thicknesses, LC ISR, LLC maintains that the original estimate of 12 feet 'average'
completion thickness is valid. Further, the surety estimate will be modified on an
annual basis and the estimated ore thickness will be replaced with actual ore thickness
as the production and injection wells are installed.

'Stacked Ore' in MUl: The HJ Sand is the production zone of interest in MUl.
Production is planned from four horizons (UHJ, MHJI, MHJ2 and LHJ) within the
Sand. Production patterns will be completed with separate wells in each of these
horizons and produced simultaneously regardless of whether they overlie each other or
not. The surety estimate accounts for horizontal flare equal to 20%. of each pattern's
area and vertical flare equal to 20% of each pattern's thickness. This is regardless of
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continuity. with other patterns either vertically or horizontally. Therefore, every
pattern is fully accounted for in the surety estimate.

LQD (4/10) - Response partially acceptable. With these responses the stacked ore
zones have been properly accounted for (iLe. the area of each ore zone has been
summed, instead of simply looking at a vertical projection). This has increased the
mine unit pore volume by 31 %/o. Please incorporate the above discussion into section
6.1.1. Also, as noted in the original comment, please address what impact this may
have on the water balance and the mine/reclamation schedule.

A revised bond estimate (Table RP-4) was provided, 'apparently to account for the
revised mine unit development schedule and revised pore volume calculation. Review
of the bond calculation will be deferred to the main permit document since there are a.
number of outstanding cornments related to the bond calculation contained in LQD's
review dated 3/26/10. (MM) . . .

LC ISR, LLC (6/10) - The response has been s&parated into MIU1-25a and MU1-25b:

MU1-25a) - The requested information has been lincorporated int6 Section -6.1.1 of the
Mine Unit 1 application.'- All of the' reslo1irses- siecific to MUI and the
related changes: to the: MUl Aýp-lication will be sMibmitted in the near
future. "

" '" " r .., " ; ' • i . "' : , " " ,: "' "

LQD'(7/10) - This remAins' unresolved pending,'the receipt of revision to the MU1
package. (MM) ; c'".'":. "

" MI.J b) '- The0 Project: DevelIprPent, Productioh arnd Resto ration Schedule (Figure
11 00 um gr

S OP'-4 a) all0 :foi% b-ftý 3ie1 3% 'iiicr'isei*n' the MUI "pbr'l ' voluriie in Figure
OP4 Ay ancby'd t swe vep at hilhgr rata hin- the first two
m months before reverse osmosis bS ft egins:'-' MU1 all"6Ws '1:2 months for

tan... 18' nths-'for reverse osmosis..- The other
. .'oce~fual "mine units ' MU2 - MU6) Allow 'for 4.15 -months for

. groun dwater sweep' and 14 months" for rcve'r§e'.osmiosis.' *-The current
es~tiated number of patterns inMUl is 241V at an average of 8778 square
feet per pattern. Thfe' ot'h'r' con6eptual mine u iii.s have 180 patterns at
"90'60 squarefeet each. "

PORE VOLUME CALCULATIONS':'

PV = Area x Thickness x Horizontal Flare x Vertical Flare x Porosity x

Conversion Factor

MU 1'.PV (2:115,594' ft2)(12 ft)(1.2)(1.2)(0.25)(7.48 gal/ft3) =
68,3662,458galln's 5" ' ' "
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Conceptual MU PV =(1,620,000 ft )(12 ft)(1.2)(l.2)(0.25)(7.48 gal/ft3)

52,348,032 gallons

The calculations below show that if MUI groundwater sweep is
performed at a rate of 120 gpm for the two months before reverse osmosis
starts and at 30 gpm for the remaining 10 months, the total 0.3 pore
volumes of sweep can be completed in 12 months.

MINE UNIT 1 RESTORATION:

Required MU1 Groundwater Sweep (MU1 GWS) =

0.3 PV = 0.3 x 68,362,458 gallons = 20,508,737 gallons

Calculating the GWS at 120 gpm for two months and 30 gpm for 10
months yields:

MU1 GWS = (2 mo)(43,800 min/mo)(120 gal/min) +
(10 mo)(43,800 min/mo)(30 gal/min)

MUl GWS = 23,652,000 gallons which exceeds the total required GWS.

Required MUI Reverse, Osmosis (MU1 RO) =

6.0 PV = 6.0 x 68,362,458 gallons = 410,174,748 gallons

Calculating the RO at 570 gpm for 18 months yields:

MU1 RO = (18 months)(43,900 3 ninues/month)(570 gallons/minute)
MU1 RO = 449,388,000 gallons which exceeds the total required RO.

'CONCEPTUAL MINE UNIT (MU2-NU6) RESTORATION:

Required Conceptual MU Groundwater Sweep (MUC GWS) =

0.3 PV = 0.3 x 52,348,032 gallons = 15,704,410 gallons

Calculating the MUC GWS at 30 gpm:

MUC GWS = (12.5 months)(43,800 minutes/month)(30'gallons/minute)
MUC GWS = 16,425,000 gallons which exceeds the total required MUC

GWS.

Required MUl Reverse Osmosis (MU1 RO) =-

6.0 PV = 6.0 x 52,348,032 gallons = 314,088,192 gallons

Calculating the RO at 570'gpm for 14 months yields:

MUC RO (14 months)(43,,800 minutes/montih)(570 gallons/minute)
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MUC RO = 349,524,000 gallons which exceeds the total required MUC
RO.

LQD (7/10) Response not adequate. There are discrepancies in the'reclamation timeline
between Tables RP-4 and RP-5 and Figure RP-4. Please rectify these discrepancies. (MM)

*****This concludes comments on the RECLAMATION Plan from the FEBRUARY 2010

LQD comments, On THE MINE UNIT 1 APPLICATION, relevant to the Main Permit
Document*****

MARCH 2010 - NEW LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT

NC45) a. LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved- (MM).

b. LQD (7/10) - Response is accepted. Lost Creek has'dstimated the cost to remove
2.2 acres of pond liner at $162. This is absurd, however the reviewer is willing to
drop the comment because it is relatively insignificant in the big picture. (MM)

c. LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. (MM)

d. LQD (7/1,0) - This item is resolved. (MM)

f LQD (7/10)- -This item is resolved.-(MM)- " .

g. LQD (7/10) - This item i§-iesoii ea. (MM)

h. LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. (MM)

LQD (7/10) - This item is resolved. (MM)

"****This concludes comments on the Reclamation Plan from the MARCH 2010 -

NEW LQD COMMENTS ON THE MAIN PERMIT DOCUMENT*****

New LQD comments on the OPERATIONS PLAN - July 2010
The June 7, 2010 Inspection conducted atthe 334DN site reveale~d threemain areas of concern at
the Lost Creek site; specifically, proper topsoil .protectio.nhandling at drill sites and high-traffic
areas, proper and consistent well head protection and construction specifications, and
standardized protocol for the removal, -handling and disposal of petroleum contaminated soil
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(PCs). .

In the aftermath of the June 7, 2010 Inspection, which resulted in the issuance-of a Notice of .
Violation (NOV), Docket Number 4697-10, LQD staff have identified a need for the Lost Creek
project to provide greater specificity regarding LC's approach to addressing the three
aforementioned topics. The most logical vehicle for LC to provide the specificity needed is via.
the Main Permit Document. To that end, LQD has the following five new comments (NC 45 -
NC 49) on the Operations Plan.

NC 46) Section OP 3.3, "Well Completion", as well as Figures OP 8a, 8b, and 8c must include a
discussion and depiction of standard specifications for the various types of well heads.. The
discussion/designs must include 1) minimumheight of the well head above the ground surface,
2) a concrete apron on monitor wells, .3) secure covers toprevent the introduction of foreign
materials into the wells, .4) locking caps. This last commitment is imperative for when the site is
vacated and unsecured, as it was on several occasions during the 2010 sage grouse restriction
time period (March 1 through July 15). An exception can be made that wells don't have to
remain locked if they are within the immediate view of mine. personnel and when those
personnel are on site. An additional section must be added to Section OP 3.3 addressing the
surface completion of wells in drainages. Two monitor.ringwells (M-106 and M-1 11) are
located in ephemeral drainages.': These wells must be equipped.with extra protection from
flooding (in the event of a flash flood). An oversized surface casing such as a culvert can be
installed around the well head for this, type of protection. However, the wells must also be
secured in/by a concrete apron. (MLB, MM)

NC 47) Section OP 2.5.1, "Short term Topsoil Protection", and Section OP 2.12, "Exploration
and Delineation Drilling" must include -greater detail!,On topsoil -salvage and:.handling .procedures,
for drill sites to prevent covering native, soils ;and vegetation With overburden. - Currently, Section
OP 2.5.1 addifssds this topic but theb bulletlist is lacking a' coimmitment .to strip'topsoil from the.
entire"work' are(thatis, the'x33'x.33' .aire'a)priott'6 drillifig. The currert c0ofnmitment onlymention -h stipn }"t-~ ~i f' o th mu. .. .. ..I. t 1.1 .
mentions the stripping of topsoil from the 'muid pit's footprint. This practice'has°'resUlted in
overburden from the mud pit being spread across the drill site atop native vegetation and soils,
which is unacceptable. To remedy this problem, a commitment to strip topsoil from the footprint
of the overburden pile as well as the area where overburden will be spread (which is routinely
greater than the footprint of the mud pit) must be included.

Additionally, Section OP 2.12.1 should include a reference to the topsoil handling protocol
outlined in Section OP 2.5.1. Currently the text in Section OP 2.12.1, in the second paragraph, it
reads "While digging mud-pits, constructing drill pads, or any other excavation, topsoil will be
preserved using the techniques described in the Permit to Mine Application." The words "Permit'
to Mine Application" must be changed to read "Section OP 2.5.1 of this Permit".

Lastly, the statement in Section OP 2.12.1 that reads "Significant disturbance will be limited to
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the digging of a mud pit for each drill hole" must be removed. Reality (June 7, 2010 Inspection

Report) has shown that the significant disturbance associated with drilling extends far beyond the

mud pit. (MLB, MM)

NC 48) In the interest of minimizing disturbances in drainages at the Lost Creek site, Sections

OP 2.12.1, OP 2.5.1, and (perhaps) OP 3.3 should include a commitment to avoid the installation

of wells in drainages. (MLB)

NC 49) The handling and disposal of petroleum contaminated soils (PCS) must be addressed in

Section OP 2.9, "Prevention and Remediation of Accidental. Rleases". If LC intends to dispose

of PCS rather than treat it on site via a landfarm, this must be stated.' Included in this discussion

must be a commitment to provide docunientation of PCS disposal to LQD via the Annual Report.

For excavations, a section must be added to describe the sampling and success criteria

(concentration that constitute "clean" soil) and a commitment to 'report that information to LQD

in the Annual Report. (MLB)

NC 50) In order to properly address the need to minimize travel corridors; text must be changed

in Sections OP 2.12.1 and 2.12.2 to siate that access routes will be delineated- With markers or

posts. -Also, in Section OP 2.12.1 atthe end of the third pafagraph, the'last! sentence in that

paragraph reads "These roadswill be reclaimd-d using the methods described in the Permit to

Mine Application...". The words "Peirmitfto Mine Application" must'be changed to reference

the appropriate portion of thereclamation' plan; 'likely Section RP 4.5. (MLB, MM)

Summary:

Please respond to, the above comments; where appropriate:.. Once the application is found, tb:-be

technically.complete and approval,/ concurrence, of technical adequacy from the Bureau ofLand

Management is obtained, second public notice will be authorized (in writing from WDEQ Land

Quality! Division). Should you have any, questions concerning:this memorandum, please. contact

the individual reyiewer(s) at the WDEQ-LQD District 2 Office in Lander (307-332-3047).

***•*****'******************ND * *OFMEMRANDIJM****************************
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Summary of the status of comments addressed in the 4th round technical review
of the *Main Permit Document Lost Creek ISR Permit ADolication-TFN 4 6/268

July 23, 2010

Comment ID Comment Status

Appendix D5-4b, c Unresolved

Appendix D5-12 Resolved

Appendix D5-13 Resolved

Appendix D6-14e Resolved

Appendix D6-14i Unresolved

Appendix D6-16. Unresolved

MU1-4 Unresolved

MU1-5 Resolved

MU1-6 Unresolved

MU1-7 Dropped, handled under MU1-25b

MU1-8 Resolved
MU1-11 Unresolved•

MU1-13 Resolved

MU1-20b, e Partially Resolved, awaiting Attachment OP-2

MU1-22 Unresolved

MU1-24 Partially Resolved, awaiting Attachment OP-2

MU1-25a Unresolved

MU1-25b. Unresolved

MU1-27 Unresolved

MUl-33 Unresolved

MU1-36 Resolved

MU1-NC-1 Unresolved

OP-9 Unresolved

OP-11 Resolved

OP-19 Resolved

OP-23 Resolved

OP-29 Resolved

OP-36. Unresolved

OP-44 Unresolved

OP-48 Unresolved

OP-65 Resolved

OP-72 Unresolved

OP-74 Resolved

OP-77 Unresolved

OP-84 Unresolved

OP-89 Resolved

OP-90 Unresolved

OP-93 Resolved

OP-97 Resolved

OP-99 PartiallyResolved, awaiting Attachment OP-2

OP-105 Unresolved
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Summary of the status of comments addressed in the 4th round technical review
of the *Main Permit Document Lost Creek ISR Permit Abplication - TFN 4 6/268

July 23, 2010

Comment ID Comment Status

OP-112 Unresolved

OP-114 Unresolved
OP-118 Unresolved

OP-119 Unresolved

NC-10 Resolved

NC-40 Resolved

NC-44 Resolved

NC-45a-i Resolved
NC-46 New Comment this round

NC-47 New Comment this round
NC-48 New Comment this round

NC-49 New Comment this round

NC-50 New Comment this round.

New Information Feb 2010, Item B Resolved

RP-5a . Resolved

RP-b,c Unresolved

RP-14 Resolved
RP-25 Unresolved

RP-26 Unresolved

RP-27 Resolved

RP-28 Resolved

I
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